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Abstract
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are becoming increasingly popular not only across
various scientific communities, but also as integrated data-parallel accelerators on exist-
ing multicore processors. Support for massive fine-grained parallelism in contemporary
GPUs provides a tremendous amount of computing power. GPUs support thousands of
lightweight threads to deliver high computational throughput. Popularity of GPUs is facil-
itated by easy-to-adopt programming models such as CUDA and OpenCL that aim to ease
programmers’ efforts while developing parallel GPU applications. However, designing and
implementing correct and efficient GPU programs is still challenging since programmers
must consider interaction between thousands of parallel threads. Therefore, addressing
these challenges is essential for improving programmers’ productivity as well as software
reliability. Towards this end, this dissertation proposes mechanisms for improving pro-
grammability of irregular applications and ensuring correctness of compute kernels.
Some applications possess abundant data-level parallelism, but are unable to take ad-
vantage of GPU’s parallelism. They exhibit irregular memory access patterns to the shared
data structures. Programming such applications on GPUs requires synchronization mech-
anisms such as locks, which significantly increase the programming complexity. Coarse-
grained locking, where a single lock controls all the shared resources, although reduces
programming efforts, can substantially serialize GPU threads. On the other hand, fine-
grained locking, where each data element is protected by an independent lock, although
facilitates maximum parallelism, requires significant programming efforts. To overcome
these challenges, we propose transactional memory (TM) on GPU that is able to achieve
performance comparable to fine-grained locking, while requiring minimal programming
efforts. Transactional execution can incur runtime overheads due to activities such as
detecting conflicts across thousands of GPU threads and managing a consistent memory
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state. Thus, in this dissertation we illustrate lightweight TM designs that are capable
of scaling to a large number of GPU threads. In our system, programmers simply mark
the critical sections in the applications, and the underlying TM support is able to achieve
performance comparable to fine-grained locking.
Ensuring functional correctness on GPUs that are capable of supporting thousands
of concurrent threads is crucial for achieving high performance. However, GPUs provide
relatively little guarantee with respect to the coherence and consistency of the memory
system. Thus, they are prone to a multitude of concurrency bugs related to inconsistent
memory states. Many such bugs manifest as some form of data race condition at runtime.
It is critical to identify such race conditions, and mechanisms that aid their detection at
runtime can form the basis for powerful tools for enhancing GPU software correctness.
However, relatively little attention has been given to explore such runtime monitors. Most
prior works focus on the software-based approaches that incur significant overhead. We
believe that minimal hardware support can enable efficient data race detection for GPUs.
In this dissertation, we propose a hardware-accelerated data race detection mechanism for
efficient and accurate data race detection in GPUs. Our evaluation shows that the proposed
mechanism can accurately detect data race bugs in GPU programs with moderate runtime
overheads.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computers have made their way into most aspects for our lives, ranging from air condi-
tioning and security systems at our homes, driver assistance in cars to high performance
smartphones and desktop computers. Scientists rely on supercomputers for solving com-
plex problems in weather forecasting, remote sensing, fluid dynamics, and in many more
fields. The big data centers of internet giants, such as google, facebook, and amazon, are
powered by some of the most powerful microprocessors available in the world. Computing
needs in these applications vary greatly based on the nature of task, the cost, and also, the
energy budget. To cater to such diverse applications, microprocessors have evolved over
the years. Specialized architectures for digital signal processing and motion sensing can be
found in a large number of consumer products. PC gaming is one such domain which has
peculiar computing needs for processing large amount data quickly. Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs), designed for such applications, have gained significant popularity in the
gaming industry as the demand for superior visual experience grew over the years.
Programmers have been hacking GPUs to perform non-graphics tasks through graphics
application programming interfaces (APIs) by reshaping the tasks to resemble graphics
workloads. However, exploiting this potential requires a comprehensive understanding of
GPU pipelines and graphics APIs. This presents a steep learning curve, and hence, it is
1
2not very popular since programmers are not able to benefit from GPU’s computing power.
To address this problem, Nvidia introduced CUDA [56], a parallel computing platform,
in 2007 that exposes general-purpose compute capabilities of their GPUs to programmers.
CUDA provides a set of APIs and a programming model that resembles C, which can
be easily understood and adopted. As CUDA gained in popularity, a framework called
OpenCL [36] emerged in 2009. OpenCL programs can execute on heterogeneous systems
consisting of CPUs, GPUs, and other specialized processors. CUDA and OpenCL have
evolved over the last few years, and both allow programming of data-parallel applications
on GPUs with minimal efforts. These easy-to-adopt programming models have fueled the
growth of general-purpose GPUs (GPGPU) in a wide range of applications, beyond just
graphics. GPUs have made their way into today’s data centers as well as supercomputers
because of their energy efficiency and ability to process large data. With such growing
popularity, it is crucial to identify and address the challenges in GPU programmability in
order to reduce software development time as well as to improve programmers’ productivity
and software reliability.
1.1 Challenges Addressed in Dissertation
This dissertation explores the challenges in GPGPU programming from two perspectives:
programmability and correctness.
• With the help of the CUDA or OpenCL programming models, GPUs have become
easy to program; however, their scope has been limited to a certain class of data-
parallel applications. There are still a large number of data-parallel applications that
are difficult to program on GPUs. In this dissertation, we will investigate techniques
for improving their programmability.
• With the ability to run thousands of concurrent threads, it is challenging to write
3kernels while maintaining legitimate data accesses from all threads. Incorrect pro-
gramming practices or human errors can introduce issues such as data races, which
are difficult to debug and resolve. In this dissertation, we will identify elements
affecting the correctness of GPU applications and propose solutions to detect them.
A brief overview of programmability and correctness challenges and their proposed
solutions is given next.
1.1.1 Improving Programmability of Irregular Applications
GPUs have most commonly been adopted for extracting data-level parallelism from appli-
cations having regular memory access patterns. However, a large number of applications,
although possessing data-level parallelism, are not able to exploit GPU’s potential effec-
tively. In these applications, threads share data dynamically and exhibit irregular memory
access patterns. For example, in many graph-based applications [12, 38], where every node
is connected to a few other nodes in the graph, threads exhibit dynamic data sharing while
working in parallel on different nodes of the graph. These applications often require syn-
chronization mechanisms between threads, thus requiring significant programming efforts
and causing performance degradation during execution.
To ensure functional correctness in an application, shared data must be protected by
locks. Coarse-grained locking (CGL) uses a single global lock to serialize accesses to the
shared data, but also causes performance degradation. On the other hand, fine-grained
locking (FGL) maximizes parallelism; however, it can increase programming complexity.
These issues exacerbate on GPUs that are capable of running thousands of concurrent
threads. Writing FGL code becomes more challenging, while performance degradation
caused by CGL can become exorbitant, offsetting the speedup achieved by GPU.
Apart from the shared data protection, the weak memory-consistency models in GPUs
also pose additional programming difficulties for shared data applications. Most modern
processors support weak memory consistency because of the improved performance. In
4such systems, memory accesses can complete in non-deterministic order and break the
intuitive sequential consistency model often assumed by the programmer. Therefore, the
programmers must manually insert memory fence instructions to impose ordering in mem-
ory accesses, which can be error prone. This makes writing and debugging shared data
applications on GPUs even more difficult.
Transactional memory (TM) can alleviate the GPU programming challenges discussed
above. In this dissertation, we explore both software and hardware implementations of
transactional memory support for GPUs. Transactional execution abstracts away the com-
plexities associated with the lock-based programming. In this execution model, atomic
sections protected by locks are treated as transactions and are executed concurrently with
other transactions. Such support can be implemented in software (STM) [26, 64, 67, 18,
17, 15, 49, 68, 28, 9, 75] as well as in hardware (HTM) [30, 62, 76, 22]. Although hardware
support is faster, it requires changes in the GPU architecture. Software support, on the
other hand, can be implemented easily on commodity hardware.
1.1.2 Improving Correctness of GPU Applications
Designing and implementing correct and efficient GPU programs remains a challenge since
programmers must consider interaction between thousands of parallel threads. Improper
synchronizations between a large number of threads can lead to data races during program
execution. A data race occurs when more than one thread simultaneously accesses the
same memory location, and at least one of the accesses is a write. Being able to detect
these data races at runtime can facilitate the construction of powerful tools to improve the
reliability of GPU applications.
While a large body of work exists on detecting data races between CPU threads [51, 52,
59, 60], these techniques cannot be directly extended to GPU threads for both correctness
and performance reasons. From a correctness perspective, the causes of data races are
multifaceted in contemporary GPUs. Not only do improperly placed synchronizations and
5critical sections cause data races, but the lack of memory coherence support also introduces
data races that otherwise would not occur. Most CPU-based multicore systems are coherent
and are not subject to the latter. From a performance perspective, many proposed solutions
require mechanisms for tracking memory accesses per-thread to detect data races between
CPU threads. For modern GPUs that are capable of executing thousands of threads
simultaneously, tracking per-thread accesses poses challenges both in terms of performance
as well as hardware overhead. Thus, providing an efficient and scalable data race detection
mechanism for the GPU becomes a significant challenge.
There have been several recent efforts addressing software correctness in GPUs [41, 44],
including data race detection [7, 34, 42, 43, 77, 78]. These works detect data races statically
or at runtime by instrumenting GPU applications. Instrumentation introduces significant
performance degradation, rendering such techniques inefficient. Adequate hardware sup-
port can potentially improve the effectiveness and efficiency of runtime data race detection
for GPUs. In this dissertation, we design a hardware-accelerated data race detection frame-
work for modern GPUs, referred to as HAccRG. This hardware support is responsible for
tracking and comparing the memory accesses from all threads in order to detect data races.
A straightforward implementation of data race detection requires pairwise comparisons
of all memory traces from all threads. The number of comparisons is quadratic relative
to the number of threads. Scaling this implementation on GPUs that typically support
thousands of threads is impractical. Therefore, HAccRG employs a per-memory access
tracking mechanism, instead of tracking per-thread accesses. This method allows us to
design a fast hardware data race detector with moderate hardware overhead.
1.2 Dissertation Contributions
This dissertation makes the following key contributions in improving the programmability
and correctness aspects in GPUs.
61. We propose transactional execution as an alternative programming paradigm for
developing irregular applications on GPUs with minimal efforts. We propose both
software and hardware techniques for facilitating the transactional semantics. For
software transactions, we provide multiple flavors that suit applications with different
characteristics. Furthermore, a scalable hardware acceleration for transactions is also
proposed. We present designs of our techniques and demonstrate their feasibility
by implementing a CUDA-based STM framework as well as by extending a cycle-
accurate GPU simulator.
2. We propose a low overhead hardware-accelerated data race detection framework for
GPUs, referred to as HAccRG. We present the design and implementation of HAc-
cRG, and evaluate its performance through simulations on a cycle-accurate GPU
simulator. Furthermore, we show that the software implementation of our proposed
mechanism outperforms a previously proposed software data race detector for GPUs.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides an overview of GPU architectural features which are unique to
GPUs and have been considered while designing the transactional execution and data
race detection supports. We also briefly discuss the workloads that can benefit from
GPU’s thread-level parallelism.
• Chapter 3 addresses the issues in parallelizing irregular applications on GPUs, and
proposes transactional execution for making their programming easier and faster.
• Chapter 4 presents the design and evaluation of lightweight software transactional
memory on GPUs.
7• Chapter 5 presents the design and evaluation of hardware transactional memory on
GPUs.
• Chapter 6 addresses the causes of concurrency bugs found in GPU kernels, and further
presents the design and evaluation of HAccRG, a framework for detecting data races
in GPUs.
• Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation and outlines future research directions.
Chapter 2
Fundamentals of GPU
In this chapter, we present the details of the GPU architecture and workloads that can
take advantage of this architecture.
2.1 GPU Architecture
An application running on the CPU launches a highly multithreaded kernel onto the GPU.
The kernels for the GPU are written using the CUDA programming model for Nvidia GPUs
or using OpenCL for GPUs from other vendors. The GPU compiler translates CUDA or
OpenCL code into GPU-specific instructions. The GPU has access to the device memory
which resides on the GPU card. The device memory is stored in a specially designed high-
bandwidth GDDR memory for GPUs. The communication between CPU’s main memory
and device memory is carried out through a PCI-Express interface. In processors where
both the CPU and GPU are integrated onto the same die, the device memory is a part of
the CPU’s main memory.
GPUs support thousands of threads executing in parallel. Such computing power is
provided by an array of computing cores, often referred to as streaming multiprocessors
(SM) in CUDA [56] or compute units (CU) in OpenCL [36]. Each SM consists of an array
8
9of simple in-order cores that are referred to as streaming processors (SP) or processing
elements (PE). SPs located within a single SM execute the same instruction but operate
on different data in a given cycle, an execution model known as single instruction multiple
data (SIMD). Nvidia refers to their CUDA thread execution model as single instruction
multiple threads (SIMT) [56] because of hardware threading.
Work is allocated to the GPU as kernels that contain a large number of threads. Threads
within the same kernel are organized into blocks [56] or work-groups [36], and blocks are
mapped onto different SMs. At execution time, threads within the same thread-block
are further partitioned into warps [56] or wavefronts [36]. The size of the warp varies
with GPU vendor. Nvidia GPUs have 32 threads in a warp while AMD GPUs have,
typically, 64 threads in a wavefront. Threads within the same warp are scheduled to
the SIMD computing engine simultaneously, and thus are executed in lockstep. Threads
across different warps are executed asynchronously. The GPU contains an on-chip memory
in each SM, explicitly managed by a programmer, referred to as the shared memory. The
shared memory is banked [56] to enhance throughput and has very low access latency.
If threads within a warp access different banks, all the accesses are served in parallel;
otherwise, multiple accesses to the same bank are serialized. Global memory, a part of the
off-chip device memory, is accessible to all threads in a GPU kernel. The device memory
has high access latency, and hence its accesses are expensive. Local memory is private
to individual threads, although, it also resides in the off-chip device memory [56, 36].
Consecutive accesses to both global and local memory from different threads in a warp
are coalesced, i.e., combined into a single larger access to compensate for higher memory
access latency [56]. The latest GPUs also support caching. Global and local memory are
cached in per-SM non-coherent L1 data caches and a coherent shared unified L2 cache.
Since global memory is accessible to all threads in a GPU and L1 caches are non-coherent,
global memory writes to L1 data cache are written through to the corresponding L2 cache
banks [56]. Furthermore, GPUs have read-only texture and constant L1 caches which can be
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utilized for storing read-only data for faster access. GPUs also support atomic operations
in hardware that are used to implement critical sections in GPU kernels. CUDA and
OpenCL support atomic operations in the shared and global memory spaces [56, 36].
2.2 Workloads
GPUs are throughput-driven highly multithreaded processors with low single-threaded per-
formance. Therefore, applications that have large data-level parallelism are suitable for
achieving high performance on GPUs. Many scientific applications including image pro-
cessing, data mining, biomolecular simulation, fluid dynamics, economics, astronomy, and
graph solving can benefit from GPUs. Several GPU benchmark suites [71, 12, 24, 8],
released recently for studying and evaluating GPU architectures, have collections of ap-
plications from many such fields. Nvidia and AMD have also released various prototypes
of scientific applications in CUDA and OpenCL for benchmarking purposes. Many indi-
vidual contributors have also converted numerous CPU applications to the GPU domain.
All these benchmarks fall under the category of throughput computing, in which perfor-
mance gains are achieved through massive fine-grained parallelism. The majority of the
GPU workloads available to programmers today are fully-parallel applications which have
regular memory access patterns. Such applications are ideal for running on GPUs while
extracting maximum parallelism. However, recent works have also proposed techniques for
improving performance of irregular applications on GPUs [54, 32].
Chapter 3
Addressing Programming
Challenges with Irregular
Applications on GPUs with
Transactional Execution
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have been widely adopted by researchers for extracting
data-level parallelism from diverse applications. However, an important class of applica-
tions, although possesses data-level parallelism, shares data dynamically and exhibits ir-
regular access patterns. These applications often require synchronization mechanisms that
increase the programming efforts. Since GPUs have traditionally been used for extracting
parallelism from fully-parallel applications, utilizing them for applications with dynamic
data sharing remains a challenge due to the sheer number of concurrent threads GPU sup-
ports. In this work, we investigate the techniques for improving the programmability of
such applications on GPUs.
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We begin with a discussion on challenges in GPU programming with examples of irreg-
ular applications, and also explain how the transactional memory execution model is able
to alleviate the programming complexities.
3.1 Programming Complexities in GPUs
In order to avoid data races in GPU applications that share data dynamically, accesses from
multiple threads must be protected by locks. The challenges with lock-based programming
exacerbate with a large number of GPU threads and synchronous execution of threads in
a warp. In the rest of this section, we will demonstrate these challenges on GPUs.
3.1.1 Challenges with Locking in GPU
Locking is a commonly used mechanism for ensuring atomic accesses to shared data, how-
ever, the improper usage of locks can cause livelocks/deadlocks and/or performance degra-
dation. In GPU, due to the fact that threads allocated within the same warp/wavefront
are executed in lock steps, improper usage of locks is more prone to livelocks or deadlocks.
Consider the hash table data structure shown in Figure 3.1, where all threads are
attempting to insert and delete elements from the table as a unit. I.e., either both insert
and delete operations are completed or none. When multiple threads are modifying the
hash table simultaneously, each thread must lock the corresponding hash buckets before
modifying it. However, if multiple threads attempt to access the same buckets in a different
order, a deadlock can occur. Consider a scenario where thread T1 is inserting an element to
hash bucket BP and removing an element from hash bucket BQ, while thread T2 is inserting
to bucket BQ and removing from bucket BP . If T1 locks the bucket BP and T2 locks the
bucket BQ, neither thread can make progress since they are both waiting for the other
thread to release the resources. If they both choose to relinquish the ownership of the locks
and retry, they can enter into a livelock by repeating the same sequence of lock acquisition.
In particular, if threads T1 and T2 happen to be in the same warp, their lock acquire and
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release operations will always be in sync, leading to a livelock. The simplest solution to this
problem is using a single global lock to lock the entire hash table, thus serializing operations
from all threads. In a GPU supporting thousands of threads, serializing accesses from all
threads has non-trivial performance overheads. On the other hand, employing a separate
lock for each bucket to facilitate forward progress and functional correctness can become
a significant programming challenge.
Bucket locked by T
Bucket locked by T1
2
PB QB
Figure 3.1: hash table data structure with BP and BQ hash buckets shown. Thread T1 is
trying to insert an element into bucket BP and remove an element from bucket BQ, while
thread T2 is trying to insert into bucket BQ and remove from bucket BP . A deadlock
occurs when T1 locks bucket BP and T2 locks bucket BQ.
Lock-step execution of threads in a warp/wavefront can lead to deadlocks in a GPU that
would not occur in CPU-like threads [63]. Consider the code snippet shown in Figure 3.2(a).
When all threads within the same wrap/wavefront execute the same compare-and-swap
(CAS) instruction in line 2, only one thread will succeed. The successful thread waits for
other threads to converge in line 3, while others spin in line 2. Thus, no thread is able
to make progress and the execution enters a deadlock. This phenomenon would not have
occurred on CPUs, because CPU threads can make progress asynchronously. To achieve
the desired behavior, the CAS instruction must be moved into an if clause within the spin
loop as shown in Figure 3.2(b).
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1. ...
2. while(CAS(lock, 0, 1));
3. /* critical section */
4. lock = 0;
5. ...
(a) Deadlock happens on GPU when
threads in a warp attempt to acquire the
same lock variable.
1. bool leaveloop = false;
2. while(!leaveloop)) {
3. if(!CAS(lock, 0, 1) {
4. /* critical section */
5. leaveloop = true;
6. lock = 0;
7. }
8. }
(b) Deadlock-free code on GPU.
Figure 3.2: Locking in GPU.
3.1.2 Challenges with Memory Consistency in GPU
The lack of support for a sequential memory consistency model in modern GPUs can
create significant hurdles for programmers to achieve the desired behavior. Figure 3.3
demonstrates the discrepancies in memory access ordering due to the lack of sequential
consistency in GPUs. Two threads T1 and T2 both access the flag and var variables.
Both variables are initialized to 0 at the beginning of the program. Thread T1 writes to
var and then sets the flag to 1; thread T2 tests the value of flag and accesses var when
flag is set to 1. However, without support for a sequential consistency model, there is no
guarantee that the two writes from thread T1 will be seen by thread T2 in the same order
as the program order in T1. In Figure 3.3(a), the two writes are seen by thread T2 in the
program order, thus program achieves the desired behavior. However, in Figure 3.3(b), the
two writes complete out of order, and the program behaves incorrectly. This problem can
be solved by inserting memory fence in the program before the flag is set to 1. A memory
fence ensures that accesses prior to the fence instruction are complete before the program
continues its execution. Therefore, when thread T1 sets the flag to 1, the write to var is
guaranteed to be complete.
The challenges discussed above in programming shared data applications on GPU can
be abstracted away by transactional execution support. Ensuring forward progress and
functional correctness of transactions is taken care by the transactional memory.
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flag = 1
if flag == 1
B = var+1
T
var = 1
T1 2
(a) Correct execution.
flag = 1
if flag == 1
B = var+1
T
var = 1
T1 2
(b) Incorrect execution.
Figure 3.3: Effect of weak memory consistency in GPU. Variable var and flag both are
initially set to 0. Dotted arrows show when the memory accesses are complete.
3.2 Transactional Execution in GPU
In the GPU execution environment, we propose the transactional memory (TM) support
that allows the programmers to convert segments of a thread into transactions. The un-
derlying support for TM is responsible for tracking memory accesses from all threads to
detect dependence violations and to support thread abort and retry. TM ensures atomic-
ity (transactions either succeed or fail as an entity), consistency (transaction always moves
from one consistent memory state to another consistent state), and isolation (modifica-
tions made by an uncommitted transaction are not visible outside that transaction) for all
threads. Figure 3.4 illustrates the TM execution model with multiple threads executing
transactions in parallel. As part of a transaction, thread Tx from warp 0 speculatively reads
from the address A and writes to the address B; while thread Ty from warp 1 attempts
to read address B. These concurrent memory accesses create a dependence violation, thus
thread Ty aborts and retries. During the retry Ty succeeds as thread Tx has committed its
transaction. Next, we will demonstrate how transactional memory support can facilitate
the design and development of parallel programs in GPU, where concurrent threads must
access shared data.
A programmer can exercise transactional execution support by simply marking the
section of code that has to be executed atomically. A compiler then translates the marked
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Ty
Rd A
Tx
Wr B
Rd B
Recovery
Retry
Conflict
Non−Transactional
Execution
Transactional
Execution
Idle
Warp 1Warp 0
Figure 3.4: Transactional execution model in GPU. Thread Ty from warp 1 conflicts with
thread Tx from warp 0. When thread Ty retries upon detecting a conflict, other threads in
the warp 1 remain idle due to divergence. The idle threads have successfully committed
their transactions.
code into transaction. For each memory access in the marked code, the compiler adds
instructions to track the memory accesses, detect dependence violations between threads,
and maintain a consistent memory state. In a lock-based program, such section of code
would be protected by locks. In programs that do not use explicit locks for sharing data,
such as the one shown in Figure 3.3, a programmer will have to identify and mark the
critical sections. For the example shown in Figure 3.3, two transactions can be marked for
instructions executed by threads T1 and T2, as shown in Figure 3.5.
TX START TX START
var = 1; if flag == 1
flag = 1; B = var + 1;
TX END TX END
Figure 3.5: Markers TX START and TX END define the transactions for execution shown
in Figure 3.3.
Let us see how transactional execution solves the problems discussed in Figures 3.1
and 3.3. For the hash table example shown in Figure 3.1, the insert and remove operations
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performed together can be formed as a transaction. Hence, when two threads attempt
to access the same buckets simultaneously, one of the transaction fails while the other
succeeds. The failed transaction then recovers and retries, thus serializing the conflicting
accesses to the same buckets. For the example in Figure 3.3, two transactions are formed
by combining accesses to variables var and flag, as shown in Figure 3.5. If the thread T2
executes its transaction without a conflict with thread T1, it is guaranteed that the two
writes made by thread T1 are complete, thus resulting in correct value of variable B.
Chapter 4
Software Transactional Memory on
GPUs
This chapter presents the design and evaluation of software transactional memory (STM)
support on GPUs. We propose this support as a compile-time library, which generates
a binary with transactional constructs. To enable this support, a programmer identifies
and marks critical sections in the code that must be executed atomically. The compiler
then replaces the memory accesses within the marked critical sections with transactional
reads and writes. It also inserts operations to start, commit, and retry transactions. The
produced binary provides performance comparable to fined-grained locking (FGL), while
limiting the programming efforts to that of coarse-grained locking (CGL).
Achieving high performance using transactional execution is a challenge due to over-
heads associated with transaction management. The challenges include overheads in track-
ing dependences and detecting dependence violations across thousands of GPU threads at
runtime, buffering data before a transaction successfully commits, and re-executing aborted
transactions. These challenges have been addressed by an extensive body of work in CPU-
based systems that run a small number of powerful threads [1, 17, 26, 29, 48, 64, 69]. Many
STMs on CPU take advantage of features of object-oriented programming languages, such
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as Java, to improve their performance. On the other hand, GPU executes thousands of
lightweight threads and has a C-like programming language support. Thus, transaction
management can have non-trivial performance impact on the GPU applications.
Previous works [9, 75, 74] have shown that it is feasible to provide STM support on
GPU, while reducing programming complexity. However, these techniques show less per-
formance improvements with large number of GPU threads due to high overheads involved
in the transaction management, particularly in conflict detection. In this work, we illus-
trate mechanisms for providing lightweight software transaction support that is able to
scale to thousands of GPU threads. We also identify opportunities for optimizing conflict
detection operations within transactions, thus reducing the overhead of transactional exe-
cution. To this end, we propose different flavors of transaction supports that are suitable
for applications with different performance characteristics. The proposed techniques can
even outperform FGL under high lock contention on GPU. Our comparison with earlier
STM work on GPU reveals that low overhead transactions provide scalability on the GPU-
based systems. Overall, we demonstrate that despite inherent overheads in the STM on
GPU, it provides significantly higher performance than the CPU-based execution.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 4.1, we discuss the design
of lightweight software transactions on GPUs. Section 4.2 presents our experimental
infrastructure and the benchmarks used in evaluation. In Section 4.3, we evaluate the
performance of the proposed STM designs. Finally, we compare the proposed STMs with
previous works in Section 4.4.
4.1 STM Framework on GPU
Providing efficient software transactional memory support on GPU is challenging because
of large number of lightweight threads GPU supports, unlike few powerful threads on CPU.
Such lightweight threads could incur significant performance overheads with the transaction
management tasks. Therefore, to scale STM support to thousands of GPU threads, the
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transactions must be very lightweight. In the rest of this chapter, we discuss how to design
low overhead transactions on GPUs.
Two key design issues for supporting STM are: managing speculative modifications
to ensure a consistent view of the memory state from different threads and detecting
dependence violations between different transactions. We refer to the former as version
management and the latter as conflict detection. Both version management and conflict
detection can be performed at the time of memory access or when the transaction commits.
We refer to the former as eager and the latter as lazy. Eager version management performs
well when conflict detection rate is low, while lazy version management is more effective in
high contention workloads [27]. We choose eager scheme for version management, which
benefits applications with lower conflict rates. In eager version management, a transaction
backs up the old data and performs in-place modifications in the memory. We will later
show that our techniques perform better than other STM designs, that specifically target
high-contention workloads, on applications with higher conflict rates.
Conflict detection also has significant impact on performance based on its eager or lazy
scheme. Eager conflict detection detects violation early, thus, is able to reduce redundant
work by the threads and free up computation and memory resources for other threads.
Furthermore, it allows aborted transaction to retry early. On the other hand, lazy conflict
detection defers the conflict detection until end of the transaction, thus reduces the abort
rate and increases concurrency. The choice of conflict detection scheme also depends upon
the type of version management. In eager version management, conflicts on writes must
be detected eagerly before the memory state is updated. However, conflicts on reads can
be detected either eagerly or lazily.
In this work, we present three STM designs with different conflict detection strategies
for transactional reads. The first STM is our baseline design, which detects read conflicts
eagerly. The second STM design specifically targets the applications where the same mem-
ory locations are read first and then written in the transactions. This design also detects
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read conflicts eagerly, but it does not differentiate between transactional reads and writes.
We will later show how this approach reduces the conflict detection overhead in STM. Our
third STM design detects read conflicts lazily, thus making transactional reads faster. Note
that all three STM designs detect conflicts on writes eagerly.
Ensuring Forward Progress: In eager conflict detection, an aborted transaction can
abort others. Thus, it can happen that two transactions keep on aborting each other,
leading to a livelock [6]. A backoff mechanism can avoid livelocks by adding a delay before
restarting aborted transactions, thus ensuring forward progress. In addition, the contention
mechanisms that have been proposed for TM on CPUs to avoid livelocks can also be
adopted for GPUs [6]. It should be noted that, however, the STM designs proposed in this
work do not cause deadlocks since the shadow memory entries are never held indefinitely
by GPU threads, as explained later in this section.
We now begin with the description of metadata structures required to support STM
on GPU.
4.1.1 Metadata Management
To support transactional execution, a GPU system must be extended to be able to track
dependence violations between different transactional threads and to create backups of data
modified during the transactions. A dependence violation occurs when two transactions
access the same memory location and at least one of the accesses is a write. To perform
these tasks, the following metadata is maintained by the underlying STM support:
• Shadow memory tracks, for each memory location, the access information for that
location. A section of the memory is reserved as the shadow memory, and there is a
one-to-one mapping between all memory locations and their shadow memory entries.
For each memory access, the corresponding shadow entry is accessed to detect a
conflict. Each shadow entry in our STM is 32 bits in size.
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• Read log tracks, for each thread, the set of memory locations read by the current
transaction.
• Undo log tracks, for each thread, the set of memory locations modified as well as
the old values that were stored in those memory locations. Undo logs are used to
restore the memory state upon transaction failures.
• Transaction descriptor maintains the state of the current transaction for each
thread. The descriptor, shown in Figure 4.1, is initialized before the transaction
begins. The read log and undo log are pointers to the thread’s logs. The rd count
and wr count, initialized to 0, indicate the number of reads and writes performed by
the transaction. The transaction state can be ACTIVE, ABORTED, or COMMITTED.
Among these metadata, only shadow memory needs to be accessed from all GPU
threads for conflict detection. Thus, it is maintained in the global memory address space,
which is accessible to all threads. On the other hand, the read log, undo log, and trans-
action descriptor are thread-private, and thus are stored in the per-thread local memory.
Accesses to consecutive memory locations from threads in a warp to the thread-private
metadata are coalesced. Additionally, the local metadata can take advantage of the L1
cache of the GPU, and thus can be updated efficiently.
Next, we describe utilization of the metadata to perform various STM operations in
GPU.
struct tx descr {
readlog t *read log;
undolog t *undo log;
unsigned rd count;
unsigned wr count;
state t state;
};
Figure 4.1: Transaction descriptor.
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STM Operations: For every marked transaction as shown in Figure 3.5, the com-
piler inserts various operations. The TX begin() operation starts the transaction, while
TX commit() ends the transaction. TX read() is performed for each read within the trans-
action, while TX write() is performed for each write. Details of these operations are listed
below:
• TX begin() resets the rd count and wr count in the transaction descriptor to zero,
and sets the transaction state to ACTIVE.
• TX read() detects if the read access is conflicting with other transactions. If no
dependence violation is detected, it performs the read, adds an entry to the read log,
and increments the rd count by one.
• TX write() detects if the write access is conflicting with other transactions. If no
dependence violation is detected, it adds an entry to the undo log, increments the
wr count by one, and performs the write.
• TX commit() clears the shadow entries updated during the transaction by scanning
the thread’s read log and undo log. For an aborted transaction, the memory state is
first recovered using the undo log before releasing the shadow entries. The aborted
transactions retry again.
All the three proposed STM designs perform the aforementioned operations, but they
differ in the way conflicts are detected in TX read() and TX write() operations. To detect
conflicts, different information is tracked in the shadow memory entries for each STM. We
now begin by describing our first STM design that detects read and write conflicts eagerly.
4.1.2 Eager Read-Write Conflict Detection STM (ESTM)
In ESTM, we detect conflicts eagerly by tracking both read and write information in the
shadow entries. During transactional execution, multiple threads are allowed to read a
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location, but only a single thread can perform a write. The fields in each shadow entry are
motivated below:
• n reads field (14 bits) indicates the number of speculative reads made to the given
memory location, either by a single thread or by multiple threads. For every specu-
lative read, the n reads field is incremented by one.
• tid field (15 bits) stores the id of the thread that has first accessed the location. The
0 value of tid field indicates the location has not been speculatively read or modified
by any thread (thread ids are maintained as >= 1). The tid field is required to
identify if the thread accessing the location has modified the same location earlier.
By having this field in the shadow entry, scanning of the undo log is avoided for
ownership checks.
• modified bit (M) of 1 indicates the location has been speculatively written by the
thread indicated by the tid field, while the 0 value indicates the thread tid has
speculatively read the location.
• shared bit (S) of 1 indicates more than one thread has speculatively read the location.
During a speculative read, if the M bit is 0 and the tid field is different from the reader
thread’s id, the S bit is set to 1.
• lock bit (L) of 1 indicates some thread is updating the shadow entry. If the L bit is
1, a thread waits until it is set to 0 before reading or writing the shadow entry. Once
the shadow entry is updated, the L bit is set to 0 so that other threads can access
the shadow entry. Setting of the L bit to 1 is always performed atomically.
A conflict between transactions is detected when one of the following conditions is
observed:
• RAW violation: When a thread tries to speculatively read a location, the M bit is
1 and the thread’s id does not match with the tid field in the shadow entry. It means
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that some other thread has speculatively written to the location.
• WAW violation: When a thread tries to speculatively write a location, the M bit
is 1 and the thread’s id does not match with the tid field in the shadow entry.
• WAR violation: (i) When a thread tries to speculatively write a location, the M
bit is 0 and its thread id does not match with the tid field. It means that some other
thread has speculatively read the location. (ii) When a thread tries to speculatively
write a location, the S bit is 1. It means that more than one thread has speculatively
read the location.
If no conflict is detected, the thread adds an entry to its read log or undo log depending
upon the type of access. To avoid multiple entries in the undo log for the same location
written by a transaction, an entry is added to the undo log only on the first write to the
given location, i.e., when the M bit changes from 0 to 1.
Once a thread reaches end of a transaction, it must release all the shadow entries to
retry (if aborted) or to commit its updates. This is achieved by first releasing the shadow
entries for the data read, followed by releasing the entries for data written. In case of an
aborted transaction, the data is recovered using the undo log before the shadow entries are
released. To release the shadow entries for data read, the thread atomically updates the
corresponding entry for each address in the read log. More specifically, it decrements the
n reads field in the shadow entry by one, and if the new value of n reads is zero, the thread
resets all fields in the shadow entry to zero, thus clearing the read information completely.
However, if the M bit is 1 it does not take any action since the write information is cleared
later. Once the reads are released, writes are released by simply clearing all fields in the
shadow entries for entries in the transaction’s write set.
The ESTM design we discussed above can potentially be optimized for two reasons: (i)
the read operations update the shadow entries, and hence, are slow. It is possible to make
reads invisible to other transactions and detecting read conflicts just before the transaction
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commits; and (ii) not differentiating between reads and writes during transactions allows
faster STM operations, thus improving the STM performance. Next, we describe the
second optimization over baseline ESTM.
4.1.3 Pessimistic Conflict Detection STM (PSTM)
In this STM design, speculative reads and writes are not treated differently, i.e., we pes-
simistically assume that if reads are conflicting, writes must also be conflicting. Therefore,
in addition to regular read-write conflicts, a conflict can also be detected even if two threads
read the same memory location. Here, we take advantage of the fact that transactions in
some applications read and write the same locations. The applications that do not exhibit
such access patterns will report false conflicts. However, not differentiating between reads
and writes in PSTM allows much simpler conflict detection mechanism than ESTM. Its
benefits are twofold — first, it can detect conflicts early in transactions where same loca-
tions are first read and then written, and second, conflict detection and commit overheads
are lower because of simpler mechanisms.
Similar to ESTM, the shadow entries track which thread has accessed a given memory
location. However, they only contain the id of the thread that has accessed the given
memory location, since we do not differentiate between reads and writes in PSTM. A
conflict is detected by a single compare-and-swap (CAS) atomic operation on the metadata
as shown below:
uint ret value = CAS(maddr, 0, thread id);
Here, the maddr is the address where the shadow entry for the current access is stored.
In this operation, the shadow entry is always replaced with the thread id if its value is 0.
(Note that thread id is always non-zero). If the ret value is 0 or is equal to the thread id,
there is no conflict; otherwise, the transaction is aborted.
Once a thread aborts or successfully reaches end of the transaction, all the shadow
entries are released by setting to 0 for entries in the read and undo logs. Note how the
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shadow entry acquire and release operations in this design are much simpler than those in
ESTM as the shadow entries contain only the thread id. In addition, since shadow entries
can be owned by only one thread at a time, transactions do not have to wait for others to
acquire or release the shadow entries as in the ESTM design.
4.1.4 Invisible Read STM (ISTM)
In the third STM design we present, speculative reads are invisible to other transactions,
and are validated at the end before the transaction commits. Therefore, unlike ESTM or
PSTM, reads are performed faster in ISTM because they do not modify the shadow en-
tries. The shadow entries used for detecting dependence violations in ISTM are versioned
locks [64, 28]. Versioned locks allow speculative reads to remain invisible to other transac-
tions, while writes still remain visible. As a result, conflicts on writes are always detected
eagerly, while those on reads can be detected either eagerly or lazily. Such approach enables
increased concurrency between transactions as potentially conflicting transactions can still
continue their execution.
A versioned lock contains the following fields:
• version indicates the most recent version number of the location. Successfully com-
mitted transactions increment the version numbers for the speculatively modified
locations.
• lock bit indicates if the shadow entry is locked by a transaction for a speculative
write. A thread trying to speculatively write a location sets the lock bit in the
shadow entry to 1, and resets it to 0 during the commit operation.
A versioned lock is a 32-bit word with its least significant bit acting as the lock bit,
while the remaining bits representing the version. This implementation of versioned lock
is similar to the one proposed in previous STM design [9].
For each access, the shadow entry is read and one of the following actions is taken:
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• If the lock bit is 1 in the shadow entry and the address has not been written earlier
in the same transaction, the transaction aborts. Here, the second if condition avoids
an abort if the thread is accessing its own modifications. If the lock bit is 1 and the
thread has previously written to the location, no further action is required.
• For a read access if the lock bit is 0, the version number along with the address of
read is stored in the thread’s read log, which stores <addr, version> tuples.
• For a write access if the lock bit is 0, an atomic CAS operation is performed to set
the lock bit to 1 in the versioned lock. If the return value of CAS has the lock bit
set, the transaction aborts as another transaction has acquired the lock. Otherwise,
an <addr, data, version> entry is added to the undo log, where version is extracted
from the return value of CAS.
At the commit time, reads are validated to check if concurrent writes happened to the
locations read during the execution. This is achieved by comparing the version numbers
recorded at the time of read to the current version numbers of those locations. A change
in version number, or the lock bit in the shadow entry is set and the address has not
been written earlier in the same transaction indicates concurrent write operation, which
causes the transaction to abort. If read validation is successful, the transaction commits
by releasing locks for entries in the transaction’s write set. Specifically, it increments the
version number by one and sets the lock bit to 0 for the corresponding shadow entries. By
incrementing the version number, transactions notify concurrent reads about the concurrent
write. Aborted transactions recover the modified data using the undo log and then reset
the lock bit to 0 for entries in their write sets.
4.1.5 Ensuring Memory Consistency
We need to insert memory fences in STM because of GPU’s weak memory consistency
to achieve functionally correct execution. In CUDA, support for fence is provided by
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a threadfence [56] instruction that ensures memory accesses prior to threadfence are
complete before continuing the execution. In our STMs, a fence is inserted at the beginning
of the commit operation, which guarantees that speculative modifications are visible to
other threads after the shadow entries are released. For aborted transactions, a fence
is also inserted between the recovery and shadow entry release operations. The fence
instruction guarantees that the memory state is restored before the data can be consumed
by other transactions.
4.1.6 Correctness of Transactional Memory
The correctness of transactional memory is critical. For ensuring correctness, a strong
isolation between concurrent transactions must be maintained. A strong isolation ensures
that active transactions never access an inconsistent memory state. The proposed STM
designs conform to this property. By performing eager conflict detection on reads, we ensure
that speculative modifications made by an uncommitted transaction do not propagate to
other transactions. Furthermore, the failed transactions do not leave the memory state
inconsistent. Such transactions restore the speculative modifications using their undo logs
before releasing the shadow entries.
4.2 Experimental Setup
We base our experiments on Nvidia Fermi GPU, GeForce GTX 480, which has 15 SMs,
operating at processor clock of 1215 MHz, and has access to 1.5GB of GDDR5 memory.
The SIMD width of each SM is 32. The shadow memory is allocated in the global memory,
while thread-private metadata are stored in the local memory. Caching of the shadow
memory is disabled at L1 level, thus is cached only at the L2 level. The local memory is
cached in both L1 and L2 levels. The CPU consists of four 8-core AMD Opetron 6220
processors, running at 3 GHz frequency, and 198 GB of DDR3 memory.
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4.2.1 Benchmarks
We select CUDA kernels from diverse sources [70, 22, 8] to study the effectiveness of
the proposed STM designs. The benchmarks have varying degree of contention, number
of memory operations, and transaction sizes. Hash-S [22] is a microbenchmark which
implements a hash table data structure. Each transaction inserts an element into a hash
bucket. If two threads access the same bucket simultaneously, the accesses are serialized.
Hash-M benchmark is similar to Hash-S, but each transaction inserts multiple elements
into the hash table, instead of a single element. Bank [22] is another microbenchmark in
which each transaction withdraws amount from one account and deposits into the another.
Accesses from multiple threads to the same account are serialized. SPath [8] is the single-
source shortest path algorithm that works on an undirected weighted graph. Equake is
the GPU version of 183.equake benchmark from SPEC CPU2000 [70] suite, which processes
the ref.in input. More specifically, we parallelized the sparse matrix-vector multiplication
function on GPU, where each transaction updates the matrix with computed product
values.
To evaluate coarse-grained locking (CGL) performance, we converted fine-grained locks
(FGL) protecting each data element to a common global lock, thus serializing all critical
sections in the benchmarks. All the GPU benchmarks are compiled using CUDA 4.1
toolkit [56]. The CPU versions of the benchmarks are compiled using g++ 4.6 with -O3
optimization enabled. The benchmark characteristics are listed in Table 6.2.
4.3 Evaluation
In this section, we discuss in detail the performance of the proposed STM designs from the
perspective of overheads, scalability, and sensitivity to conflict detection granularity.
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Name
Blk Grid # of Rd/ Wr/ % Crit.
SD
Size Size Cmt. Tx Tx Time
Hash-S 160 120 32K 1 2 67.8 80MB
Hash-M 160 120 32K 4 8 81.3 80MB
Bank 128 128 18M 2 2 78.5 78MB
SPath 128 128 120M 2 1 73.6 4.2MB
Equake 128 128 600K 3 3 32.2 354KB
Table 4.1: Benchmark characteristics. Blk Size and Grid Size correspond to the number
of threads in a block and the number of blocks in the kernel, respectively; # of Cmt.
indicates the number of committed transactions; Rd/Tx and Wr/Tx indicate the number
of reads and writes performed by each transaction; % Crit. Time indicates % of time spent
in critical section by running the benchmark with 1 thread; and SD indicates the size of
shared data.
4.3.1 Performance Analysis
We compare the performance of STM against that of FGL and CGL. For experiments
presented in this section, the conflict detecting granularity of STM is set to 4 bytes, unless
specified explicitly.
Figure 4.2: Performance achieved through STM on GPU.
Figure 4.2 shows the execution time of STM and CGL normalized to FGL on GPU for
all the benchmarks evaluated. The values above one indicate slowdown, while those below
one indicate the speedup compared to FGL. Overall performance is shown as geometric
mean at the end of the figure. The STM execution bars represent the performance of the
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best performing STM design among the three. For Equake, the STM performs better
than FGL (discussed later in the section), while for others the maximum slowdown is less
than 2.5x. CGL, on the other hand, is three to four orders of magnitude slower than FGL,
hence, is not a viable programming option on GPU. The overall slowdown caused by CGL
is ∼10800x, while that of STM is only 56% compared to FGL. This shows that an efficient
STM design can perform comparable to FGL at a low programming cost. However, we
need to identify which of the three STM designs achieves the best performance.
Figure 4.3: Performance of ESTM, PSTM, and ISTM normalized to FGL on GPU.
Figure 4.3 shows the execution time of ESTM, PSTM, and ISTM normalized to FGL.
Our baseline design, ESTM, is 3.4x slower than FGL on average, while PSTM and ISTM
designs are 2.16x and 62% slower than FGL, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.3, ESTM
is never the fastest STM among the three. This is because of slower conflict detection in
ESTM, which makes reads within the transaction visible to other threads. It requires ESTM
to update the shadow memory during read as well as during commit operations. ISTM
avoids this overhead by making reads invisible and validating them before the transaction
commits, thus avoiding shadow memory updates for reads. PSTM does make reads visible,
but unlike ESTM, it treats reads and writes same. Therefore, PSTM does not have to wait
for other transactions to update the shadow entries.
Figure 4.4 shows the execution time breakdown of the three designs for each bench-
mark, running with a single thread. Each bar is divided into percentage of time spent
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Figure 4.4: Execution time breakdown of a single thread execution for the three STMs.
in native code execution, detecting conflicts, buffering reads and writes, and committing
the transactions. Notice that ESTM spends least amount of time executing native code
compared to PSTM and ISTM, and it also spends more time in the commit operation.
During commit, ESTM decrements the read count in shadow entries for every address read
during the transaction. Conflict detection overheads of PSTM and ISTM are similar, but
ISTM’s commit overhead is higher because of the validation pass required for checking
reads. Note that for Equake, all three STMs spend significant time executing the native
code because critical sections in Equake contribute less in the total execution time as
shown in Table 6.2. Consequently, all three STMs incur the least overhead for Equake
as shown in Figure 4.3. This shows that if the time spent in transactions is less, the STM
overheads can be amortized by non-transactional execution in the application.
Among PSTM and ISTM, PSTM performs better under high contention (e.g. Hash-
S — Figure 4.5) and when same data are read first and then written in the transaction
(e.g. Equake). In Equake, each transaction first reads three elements in a matrix and
then updates them. For Equake, both PSTM and ISTM outperform FGL. In FGL, an
atomic CAS operation is performed repeatedly until the lock is acquired. Many threads
performing numerous atomic operations hampers the FGL performance of Equake. On
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Figure 4.5: Abort/commit ratio of STM designs on GPU.
the other hand, in PSTM and ISTM, if a thread fails to acquire a lock, it aborts, recovers
any modifications made, and retries rather than continuously spinning and waiting for the
lock to be released. This minimizes the overall atomic operations performed in PSTM
and ISTM, thus improving their performance. In Equake, average number of retries per
thread for FGL is 2.2, while abort/commit ratio for PSTM and ISTM are 0.05 and 0.21 as
shown in Figure 4.5, respectively.
Performance of PSTM could suffer when an application has more number of reads than
writes in the transactions. For example, in SPath, when a thread processes a node, it
reads its neighboring nodes for calculating their minimum distance from the source node.
If the minimum distance is found, the node is updated; otherwise, no action is taken.
In SPath, PSTM detects conflict if two threads read the same node as PSTM does not
differentiate between the reads and writes. Since actual updates to nodes are fewer, most
of the conflicts detected by PSTM are false (Figure 4.5), which hampers its performance.
4.3.2 STM Scalability
In this section, we show that the proposed STM designs scale to different data set sizes
and contention without significant impact on the performance. We present here results for
two benchmarks, Hash-S and Bank.
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(a) Performance of ESTM, PSTM, and ISTM normalized to FGL. X-axis rep-
resents the hash table size.
(b) Abort/commit ratio of ESTM, PSTM, and ISTM.
Figure 4.6: Impact on performance and abort/commit ratio in Hash-S benchmark with
varying hash table size.
In Hash-S, the number of hash table entries are varied from from 256 to 128K. Fig-
ure 4.6(a) shows the performance of all STMs with varying hash table size, while Fig-
ure 4.6(b) shows the impact on abort/commit ratio. As seen in Figure 4.6(b), the conflict
rate increases exponentially with decrease in the number of hash entries. ESTM’s per-
formance degrades severely below 4K entries as contention increases, while other STMs,
however, approach the FGL performance. Furthermore, below 1K entry hash table, PSTM
outperforms FGL. On the other hand, as contention decreases with increase in hash table
size, the gap between FGL and STMs broadens and settles at around 64K-entry hash table.
Figure 4.7(a) and Figure 4.7(b) show the impact on performance and abort/commit
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(a) Performance of ESTM, PSTM, and ISTM normalized to FGL. X-axis rep-
resents the number of bank accounts.
(b) Abort/commit ratio of ESTM, PSTM, and ISTM.
Figure 4.7: Impact on performance and abort/commit ratio in Bank benchmark with
varying number of accounts.
ratio, respectively, for Bank benchmark when the number of accounts is varied from 2K to
1024K. Similar to Hash-S, contention increases with decrease in the data set size. Below
8K bank accounts, both PSTM and ISTM outperform FGL. At 1024K accounts or beyond,
the performance stabilizes. Note that under very low contention, STMs on Bank perform
better than STMs on Hash-S, compared to FGL. This is because transactions in Bank
have more non-memory instructions than that of Hash-S, which can hide the penalty
incurred by the transactional reads and writes. These two examples show that the PSTM
and ISTM designs can scale well with varying data set sizes and contention.
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(a) Performance of ESTM, PSTM, and ISTM normalized to granularity of 4
bytes.
(b) Abort/commit ratio of ESTM, PSTM, and ISTM normalized to granularity
of 4 bytes.
Figure 4.8: Impact on performance and abort/commit ratio of three STM designs with
varying conflict detection granularity. 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 indicate granularity in bytes.
4.3.3 Memory Space Overhead for STM
In our STMs, the shadow memory tracks accesses to each memory location. The space
required for shadow memory is same as the space required for storing locks in FGL. In this
section, we evaluate the impact of varying shadow memory size on the performance and
conflict detection rate of transactional execution. The size is varied by changing the shadow
memory tracking granularity, which refers to the number of consecutive bytes each shadow
entry corresponds to. A shadow entry can map to a single or multiple memory locations.
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False violation can occur when two transactions access different memory locations, but
map to the same shadow entry. Coarser tracking granularity leads to more false conflicts,
but takes less memory space. Such conflicts can cause transactions to abort prematurely,
thus wasting their work, and incurring the re-execution overhead. Figure 4.8(a) shows the
performance impact of varying the access tracking granularity of transactions from 4 bytes
to 64 bytes for the three STM designs. All bars are normalized to the execution with
granularity of 4 bytes. Figure 4.8(b) shows the corresponding impact on abort/commit
ratio. A general trend shows increase in conflicts and execution time with decrease in
tracking granularity as a result of false dependence violations. Among the three STMs,
PSTM is able to keep impact on performance minimal with increasing conflicts. On average,
at 64-byte granularity, ISTM incurs 46% overhead compared to 4-byte granularity, while
PSTM incurs only 17% overhead. Thus, when the space for shadow memory is limited,
PSTM is a better choice than ISTM.
4.3.4 Selecting an Optimal STM Design
Our evaluation shows that ESTM design never outperforms both PSTM and ISTM designs
due to its slower conflict detection mechanism; therefore, ESTM is never a desirable choice
of STM. Among PSTM and ISTM, PSTM design should be selected when transactions in
an application have write-after-read access patterns or contention is likely to be very high;
otherwise, ISTM is a better choice. A compiler can assist in obtaining these application
characteristics, which then can be utilized to select the most appropriate STM design for
the given application.
4.3.5 Comparison with CPU
We now compare our best performing STM against the sequential and parallel execution on
CPU. The pthread-based CPU versions of the benchmarks use up to 32 available threads.
Figure 4.9 shows the speedup on CPU and GPU for various configurations relative to the
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Figure 4.9: Performance comparison with CPU. Cn corresponds to CPU execution with n
threads, while STM corresponds to our best performing design. Each bar is normalized to
the sequential CPU execution time (C1).
sequential CPU execution. It can be seen that STM on GPU convincingly outperforms a
32-core CPU-based system.
4.4 Related Works
Software transactional execution on GPU has been proposed earlier. Cederman et. al [9]
propose an STM on GPU that performs lazy conflict detection and lazy version man-
agement, specifically targeting high contention workloads. In their design, a transaction
executes at a thread-block level rather than at a thread level. It means that threads within
a thread-block do not cause dependence violation, however, such assumption may not hold
true for all types of workloads. Therefore, we modify this design for evaluation and treat
each thread as an independent transaction. We refer to this STM design as BSTM (Block
STM). Xu et. al [75, 74] propose an STM on GPU that performs hierarchical validation by
combining timestamp-based [17] and value-based validations [15]. We refer to this design
as HSTM (Hierarchical STM).
Next, we compare the BSTM and HSTM designs with our best performing STM. On
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Figure 4.10: Scalability of STMs with thread count. Sk, Bk, and Hk correspond to our
best performing STM, BSTM, and HSTM execution with k SMs, respectively. Each bar is
normalized to the sequential CPU execution time.
GPU, we measure the performance of STMs with different thread counts, utilizing 1, 4, 8,
and all 15 SMs, by varying the number of thread-blocks in the GPU kernels. Figure 4.10
shows the speedup for various configurations relative to the sequential CPU execution. It
can be seen that our STM design scales well with the number of GPU threads compared
to BSTM and HSTM. Both BSTM and HSTM perform opacity [23] checks on reads,
which hampers their performance. For this check, BSTM waits during the read operation
until a concurrent write from other transaction to the same location is complete, while
HSTM performs incremental validation after every read that involves timestamp checking
and value-based validation. In particular, HSTM causes significant slowdown for Equake
despite the transactions contribute less to the total execution time. Note that BSTM and
HSTM are lazy version management designs, but even under high contention our eager
mechanisms outperform these two because of lightweight conflict detection mechanisms.
Hardware transactional memory support on GPU has been proposed by Fung et.
al [22, 21], which employs value-based conflict detection and performs lazy version man-
agement. The performance of the proposed HTM suffers with more number of concurrent
transactions. Furthermore, significant hardware changes are required in GPU architecture
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to support HTM. There have been other works that improve performance of irregular ap-
plications on GPU [54, 53]. Nasre et. al [54] have proposed generic techniques to accelerate
morph algorithms having irregular access patterns on GPUs. In [53], global barrier-based
synchronization and exploiting algebraic properties have been proposed to remove atomic
operations from irregular applications on GPUs. The global barrier requires all threads to
reach the barrier before the next phase is executed, which limits the number of threads
launched in a GPU kernel. Further, the algebraic properties that can avoid atomics in
certain applications are not observed in many irregular applications. Therefore, scalable
STM support is essential in improving programmability of GPUs.
Extensive work has been done on supporting software transactions on CPUs [26, 64, 67,
18, 17, 15, 49, 27, 28, 68]. STMs on CPU employ complex mechanisms with the help of high
level programming languages to improve their efficiency. However, since GPU threads are
not powerful like CPU threads, the overhead in STM operations should be kept minimal.
Therefore, in this work we propose lightweight STM support on GPU with low overhead
conflict detection mechanisms. This support can result in more transaction aborts, but the
large number of threads available in GPU can tolerate increase in aborts and still provide
high throughput. By comparing with multicore CPU and state-of-the-art STMs on GPU,
we have shown that our approach results in significant performance gains.
4.5 Summary
As GPUs emerge as a novel computing engine to drive the performance of future paral-
lel workloads, it is important to facilitate the development of diverse applications on this
platform. This work proposes software transactional memory to facilitate the development
of applications that require lock-based synchronizations. We propose lightweight software
transactions on GPUs that trade-off conflict detection accuracy with detection overheads.
We evaluate these techniques on a set of benchmarks with various data sharing patterns.
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Our analysis shows that slowdown caused by the best performing STM is only 56% com-
pared to FGL. We also demonstrate that the proposed STMs can sustain different data set
sizes as well as high transaction abort rates caused by false conflicts. Furthermore, outper-
forming parallel CPU execution by STM asserts GPU’s potential to extract parallelism in
irregular applications. Therefore, we believe that STM is a viable alternative programming
model for developing GPU applications with irregular memory access patterns that require
synchronizations.
Chapter 5
Hardware Transactional Memory
on GPUs
In this chapter, we present a hardware support for transactional execution on GPUs. The
previous chapter has demonstrated software transactional memory (STM) as a promising
technique for extracting parallelism from irregular applications on GPUs, with minimal
programming efforts. However, STM could introduce non-trivial performance overheads
due to the additional instructions that perform transaction management. In particular, the
overheads associated with conflict detection and recovery from failed speculation can be
significant; however, these overheads potentially can be mitigated with adequate hardware
support.
Hardware support for transactional execution for CPU-based CMPs has been exten-
sively studied previously; however, these works cannot be directly extended to GPUs for
two reasons. First of all, they often leverage existing infrastructures in CMP such as caches
and cache coherence protocols [10, 25, 30, 76, 72]. Unfortunately, these infrastructures to
enhance memory access efficiency are often absent in GPUs. Secondly, hardware support
for transactional execution in CMPs is unable to scale to a large number of threads, and
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is thus inadequate for GPUs that are capable of executing thousands of threads simulta-
neously.
Recent works have proposed transactional memory (TM) support on GPUs for appli-
cations that are already parallelized on GPUs using locks [9, 74, 22]. These approaches
treat small sections of codes within critical sections as transactions. However, there is a
significant effort involved, including algorithmic and data structure changes, to get these
lock-based versions. On the contrary, we propose direct conversion of sequential applica-
tions to GPUs and executing them as transactions without making changes to the appli-
cations. Such transactions are much larger than those based on critical sections and have
bigger speculative states. Prior approaches cannot effectively handle large transactions
because of the various types of overheads associated with maintaining speculative states
and performing transaction management based on these states.
Our hardware support for transactional execution scales to thousands of GPU threads.
The transaction management overhead is minimized due to eager detection of ambiguous
data dependences on every memory access. We provide a scalable mechanism to maintain
large speculative states, and further optimize additional bandwidth requirements.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.1 presents the hardware trans-
actional execution model on GPUs. Section 5.2 discusses the hardware support required for
implementing transactional memory on GPUs. Section 5.3 describes the simulation infras-
tructure and benchmarks, while Section 5.4 evaluates the performance of HTM. Finally,
we discuss the related works in Section 5.5.
5.1 Transactional Execution on GPUs
In this work, we extend the existing GPU execution model to support transactional execu-
tion. In GPU, a kernel containing large number of threads performs the work on an array of
computing cores, often referred to as streaming multiprocessors (SMs). Threads within the
kernel are organized as blocks, where each block is further divided into groups of threads,
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referred to as warps [56] or wavefronts [36]. Threads in the same warp execute in lockstep,
i.e., all threads execute the same instruction and then proceed to the next instruction.
Under the new model, GPU threads with ambiguous data dependences are referred to as
transactional threads. These threads must satisfy the atomicity, consistency, and isolation
properties defined for transactions. Atomicity states that a transactional thread either suc-
ceeds or fails as an entity; consistency states that the execution of a transactional thread
brings the application from one valid program state to another (consistency implies the
necessity for recovering program states in the case of transaction failures); isolation states
that modifications made by an uncommitted transactional thread are invisible outside of
the thread.
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the proposed execution model on GPUs, where all
threads belonging to the same thread-block are executed simultaneously as transactional
threads. Execution is broken down into two phases. During the transactional phase,
threads are treated as transactions: backups are created for each data stored; inter-thread
data dependences are tracked; and threads that violate these dependences are marked as
failed and are suspended. When all active transactional threads reach a barrier synchro-
nization, a recovery phase is initiated. During this phase register contents are discarded
and stores made by the failed threads are recovered with the data backed up during the
transactional phase. At the completion of the recovery phase the application enters a
valid program state, and is ready to re-enter the transactional phase to re-execute the
failed transactional threads. In the absence of explicit synchronization, end of a program
is implicit synchronization. A thread-block is complete when all transactional threads are
committed. When a transactional thread fails, it is suspended, and no longer makes any
progress. Thus, the warp scheduler must be able to ignore the status of failed threads when
scheduling warps. Otherwise, the warp could be held indefinitely.
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Figure 5.1: Transactional execution model on GPUs.
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5.2 Hardware Support
In this section, we describe the hardware support necessary for ensuring correct trans-
actional execution in GPU. The GPU is capable of supporting a large number of long
executing threads, and thus we propose transactional execution support that is able to
scale with the number and size of the threads.
The additional hardware structures necessary for supporting transactional execution
are marked in shaded boxes in Figure 5.2. To each SM, two bit vectors, with width equal
to the maximum thread count, are added (shown in Figure 5.2(a)): the status bit vector
indicates whether the corresponding thread is a failed transactional thread; the WrCount
register vector indicates the number of backed up memory locations for each thread. The
transaction management logic in each memory partition, shown in Figure 5.2(b), is respon-
sible for detecting conflicts and creating backups. GPUs memory subsystem is divided
into separate memory partitions, each serving a range of memory addresses. Figure 5.3
shows the global memory map of GPU extended to store thread backups and keep track
of speculative modifications. In GPUs, the shared memory is small and often explicitly
managed by the programmer. Thus, we believe that it is suitable to rely on the program-
mer to disambiguate dependences in the shared memory. In this work, accesses to the
global memory that are visible to all threads are considered for transaction management.
However, the proposed mechanism can be extended to the shared memory as well.
In the rest of this section, we first describe conflict detection mechanism for identifying
data dependence violations, followed by version management mechanism for providing the
proper version of the data when responding to memory request and for recovering failed
transactions. We then discuss bandwidth optimization techniques and hardware complexity
of the proposed architecture.
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Figure 5.2: GPU architecture changes to support transactional execution (N = number
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status bit (n = SM thread capacity). (b) Hardware support to detect conflicts and create
backups.
5.2.1 Conflict Detection
When two threads of execution access the same memory location, and one of the accesses
is a write, a data dependence violation occurs and one of the threads must be squashed.
To detect such violations, the runtime system can potentially maintain read/write logs for
each thread, and compare log entries to identify dependence violations. Given the number
and size of threads in GPUs, maintaining and comparing per thread logs is unrealistic,
thus a centralized log that tracks the memory accesses from all threads is maintained in
our implementation. Before the completion of each memory access, this log is queried;
and the issuing thread is marked as failed if a dependence violation is detected. Failed
threads are suspended. This scheme is referred to as the eager conflict detection scheme
since data dependence violation detection occurs when memory accesses are issued. Eager
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Figure 5.3: GPU global memory map: Transactional support requires backup pages,
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dependence violation detection allows for a smaller log, and thus, is particularly attractive
for supporting scalable transactional execution on GPUs. Furthermore, by suspending
conflicting threads early, more resources can be freed for other threads. The necessary
hardware and software support for conflict detection is shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
Scalable support for transactional execution requires adequate storage for recording
access history to track memory accesses from all threads. In our implementation, the
log is maintained in the global memory, where a section is allocated to keep track of all
modifications from all threads, and is referred as theM-bit partition, as shown in Figure 5.3;
M stands for modified. The starting address of the M-bit partition is stored in a control
register and is initialized when the speculative kernel is launched. The M-bit partition
is cleared at the beginning of every speculative execution phase through a low overhead
mechanism similar to cudaMemset [55]. The M-bit partition acts as a shadow memory of
the application’s memory, and thus every address to be accessed in the transaction has
a corresponding entry in the M-bit partition. An M-bit is a 16-bit value that stores the
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ID of the thread that has speculatively modified the corresponding memory address. A
value of zero means that no thread has speculatively modified the address. Granularity
of M-bit mapping can affect the size of partition and conflict detection accuracy. If an
M-bit corresponds to a larger chunk of data in the global memory, it may detect false
dependences resulting in more thread failures. We evaluate different granularities for M-
bits in our analysis.
Every memory access to global memory is validated by checking the corresponding M-
bit entry. Address of an M-bit entry is easily calculated from theM-bit start address control
register because of one-to-one mapping between the M-bit partition and the program’s
memory space. A read or write is considered safe if 1) the M-bit value is zero or 2) the
M-bit value is the same as the thread ID in the control packet, indicating the same thread
has already modified the location. A write request sets its thread ID in the M-bit partition
when it finds that the address is not speculatively modified by any other transactional
thread. After setting an M-bit, a backup copy of the original data is created as explained
in the following section. If a conflict is detected for a thread, its corresponding bit is set
to ‘1’ in the status bit vector in the SM, shown in Figure 5.2(a). The status bit vector is
used to detect failed threads and recover them; it is always reset to 0 when transactional
execution starts. The warp scheduler in SM uses the status bit vector to suspend the failed
threads.
In the proposed scheme, speculative reads and corresponding M-bit checks happen in
parallel. However, writes must wait until M-bit check identifies if it is a safe access before
updating the global memory. Figure 5.2(b) shows the write queue in the transaction
management logic where write requests wait. It is possible that the queue contains write
requests from two different threads to the same address. In this case, one of the requests
is squashed using an associative lookup over the queue. It avoids more than one thread
updating the same address in the program memory space. Dependent reads are served
from the same queue.
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Tracking Reads As discussed earlier, M-bit partition records only writes, and can detect
read-after-write and write-after-write violations. However, transactional memory should
also be able to detect write-after-read (WAR) violations. To detect WAR violations, we
maintain a per-thread read log that stores the addresses of speculative reads. Once all
threads finish their speculative execution phase, we validate the read logs. Specifically, for
each entry in the read log, the corresponding M-bit is checked. If the M-bit value is zero or
is the same as the ID of the thread, the read access is deemed safe; otherwise, a conflict is
detected. After the read validation is complete, the conflicting threads are recovered and
executed again.
5.2.2 Version Management
Version management requires buffering sufficient information such that a failed thread can
be brought back to its original memory state to restart its execution. Under the proposed
execution model, no transactional thread reads data modified by other threads. There
are two ways to accomplish speculative writes; either speculative modifications should be
done in place (eager) or buffered separately (lazy). In place modifications automatically
commit when a transaction finishes without failure. Therefore, eager version management
is a better approach than the lazy scheme, as most of the times transactions are expected
to be successfully committed due to inherently parallel workload.
We have created a section in the global memory, referred to as backup partition, to
keep the backup copies generated on writes during transactional execution. Whenever a
speculative write is issued, its backup is stored in this section of memory. The backup
partition is required during recovery of the failed threads. To restore the data during
recovery, its address in the global memory must be known. Therefore, backups are main-
tained as <address, data> tuples, where the address is the target of a speculative write
that is backed up. The address part of the tuple comes from the write request control
packet from SM and the data part is obtained by reading the location pointed by address
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from the global memory. The total amount of space required for backup depends upon the
number of speculative writes made by all the threads, which is unknown at the start of the
transaction. Allocating a big chunk of memory initially for backups would be inefficient.
To deal with the demand for backup space during transactional execution, we propose a
page based backup mechanism. A backup page contains fixed space for each transactional
thread to store its tuples. The space allocated to each thread is configurable through a
GPU register. If a thread utilizes all its space in the backup page, a new page is created
with the same capacity. Future backups from the thread are now stored in the newly
allocated backup page. To keep track of backup pages, a page table is also maintained in
the global memory. The size of the page table is very small compared to the size of backup
pages. Initially, a single page is created and an entry is made in the page table. When a
page is not found in the page table, we make a system call to the GPU library to allocate
a backup page and update the page table accordingly.
Figure 5.3 shows backup page table and backup pages in the global memory. Each
entry in the page table contains two fields — start address of the backup page and a valid
bit. Valid bit ‘1’ indicates that the corresponding page table entry has a valid address to a
backup page. Figure 5.3 shows two backup pages corresponding to the 0th and 1st entries
in the backup page table, where each page contains backup space for N threads. All the
tuples of a transactional thread are stored in contiguous memory locations in a backup
page to make the backup and recovery processes simpler.
To keep tuples of a same thread in contiguous memory locations, we introduce one
WrCount register per thread in an SM, shown in Figure 5.2(a), which keeps track of the
number of speculative writes made by the thread during its transactional execution; it is
reset to zero at the start of a transaction. The value of theWrCount register is incremented
when an SM executes a store instruction for the corresponding thread. Apart from the
WrCount registers, we have added four programmable control registers to support the
paging mechanism in GPU. The page table address register stores the start address of the
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backup page table. The thread backup space register stores the number of bits required to
specify the maximum number of tuples a thread can have in a single backup page. The
page table entry size register stores the number of bits needed to specify the size of a single
entry in the page table. It is required to get an entry from the backup page table. The
tuple size, an architectural parameter stored in another control register, indicates size of a
tuple in bytes.
To store the backup tuple, an address in the backup page corresponding to the request-
ing thread ID is required. The tuple address is calculated using our paging scheme. First,
the backup page address is obtained from the page table usingWrCount obtained from the
control packet. Second, offset of the tuple inside the backup page is calculated. The sum
of the backup page address and tuple’s offset gives the exact address to store the tuple.
These calculations are implemented using bit shift and logical operations, the details of
which are omitted here due to space constraints. Such operations are easy to implement
in hardware using basic gates, when the control registers used in these calculations contain
values that are powers of 2.
Fast Backup Page Table Lookup There are two memory accesses required to store
each backup tuple — reading the page table entry and writing the tuple. Writing the
tuple into backup partition is a compulsory access. But we save accesses to the page table
by having a small cache like structure in the transaction management logic, as shown in
Figure 5.2(b), which stores the page id and the corresponding page addr. The number of
writes would vary for each transaction; it might happen that a few threads have issued
more writes than other threads and have higher WrCount values. Such threads will access
different backup pages than the threads behind them. In our simulations, two-entry lookup
is able to remove most of the misses except the compulsory ones.
Failed Speculation Recovery Failed threads must be recovered before they are re-
executed. We recover the failed threads when all transactional threads reach the end
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of a transaction. All thread blocks synchronize using standard barrier synchronization
techniques in GPUs. Recovery is performed in the backward direction, which ensures the
correctness of the memory state. In our model, a failed thread is responsible for its own
recovery, making recovery a parallel process. Recovery can be done using software as well
as hardware. For software recovery, we use a small recovery routine. The routine performs
three functions — 1) generate an address to read a tuple, 2) read the tuple, and 3) restore
the tuple data. The routine reads control registers to generate tuple addresses. Similar
support could be easily added in the hardware to perform thread recovery, resulting in
much lower overhead.
Avoiding Livelocks Due to eager conflict detection, it is possible that a transaction
aborts another and is itself aborted later. If the pattern repeats, a livelock can occur.
CPU based TM systems use random backoff to avoid livelocks [1, 6]. Livelocks in a GPU
can be identified in the recovery phase by reading M-bit entries when data are recovered.
If a transaction failure is caused by another transaction that has also failed, then these two
threads are candidates for livelock, and can be scheduled differently during re-execution.
In addition, the failed transactions can adopt a backoff mechanism by skipping the next
transactional phase(s).
5.2.3 Bandwidth Optimization
In our proposed architecture, the M-bit partition in the slower global memory is accessed
for every read or write request from an SM. To reduce the number of accesses to global
memory for M-bit reads, we use Bloom filters [5] and on-chip buffers; buffers store the
recently accessed M-bits. If a miss is detected in a buffer, then the M-bit check request
goes to L2 cache or DRAM.
Bloom filters are useful to detect addresses that are speculatively modified and thus
reading the M-bits only for accesses to such addresses. It reduces the number of speculative
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messages in the network and decreases the DRAM pressure. A Bloom filter signature is
created using the addresses of all successful writes in a memory partition. The address of
each memory access in a memory partition is cross checked with its signature to detect if the
same address is already modified by any thread. If the signature contains the address to be
accessed, then the corresponding M-bit is read from the global memory. Otherwise, M-bit
read is not required since no thread has modified the address. Signatures have probability
of false hits, which results in unnecessary M-bit reads. However, they will never miss a real
address match that could lead to a race condition. There is one write signature per memory
partition. The signature configuration is similar to the default signature in Bulk [10].
5.2.4 Hardware Complexity
In each SM, per thread write count registers (32 bits each) track the number of specula-
tive writes made by each thread, and the status bit vector indicates active or suspended
transactions in an SM. If each SM supports 1024 threads, it needs 4KB register file for the
write count registers and 1Kbits for the status bit vector.
Fast page table lookups in the transaction management logic have negligible hardware
overhead. Disambiguation logic takes various decisions based on the types of requests,
implemented using logic gates that does not need significant hardware resources. We use
the existing write queues available in GPU to hold the write requests waiting for M-bit
reads. Our Bloom filter signatures are 2Kbits each, which need total of 2KB space for
8 memory partitions. To improve the M-bit read performance, we add on-chip buffers
on top of L2 cache, which take 64KB space for all the partitions. Resources needed in
the transaction management logic are constant and do not depend upon the additional
compute power or the number of transactions.
Overall, for Nvidia’s Fermi GPUs, the additional hardware will cost less than 1% of the
total chip area. Therefore, we do not expect significant increase in power consumption with
the transactional support. Also, the proposed changes should not affect the GPU clock
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period; however, the access latencies will increase due to the additional memory accesses.
5.3 Infrastructure
We evaluate the performance of the proposed transactional execution model on a detailed
GPGPU simulator (GPGPU-Sim [4]) that is extended with the proposed hardware sup-
port for transactional execution. The architectural configuration, shown in Table 5.1, is
modeled after the NVIDIA Fermi architecture [57]. The simulator models the SM, the
interconnection network, the memory controllers, and DRAM in detail. L1 data caches
in GPUs are non-coherent, which cache thread-private local memory and global memory.
However, stale global memory data should not be present in L1 caches for coherent ac-
cesses. Local memory does not cause speculation to fail. Hence, our baseline model does
not include L1 data caches. When coherent data is required by the kernel across all SMs,
caching of global memory data in L1 caches is avoided by setting a flag during kernel
compilation.
To compare the effectiveness of GPU on irregular applications with data-level paral-
lelism, we compare the performance of a single GPU SM and a similar die area superscalar
processor operating at the same clock frequency. Although modern GPU and CPU often
differ in die area and operating frequency, we have decided to level these parameters to
focus on evaluating the impact of different architectural features. GPU die area analysis
is based on Fermi, which has a transistor count of three billion [57, 58], and the transis-
tor count for each SM is approximately 130 million, including a 64KB on-chip memory
that can be used as L1 cache or shared memory. A superscalar processor with similar
transistor count is the SPARC64 V that contains 190 million transistors [19]. We adopted
the Simics-based [47] Gems [50] simulator to evaluate the superscalar CPU, and the CPU
configuration is shown in Table 5.2.
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Processing Unit Configuration
Number of SMs 16
SIMD Pipeline Width 32
Warp Size 32
Number of Threads per SM 1024
Number of Registers per SM 32768
L2 Data Cache 256KB/8 way/128B line
Number of Memory Channels 8
Number of GPU Clusters 4
DRAM Request Queue Size 32
Memory Controller Out-of-Order
Warp Scheduling Round Robin
Branch Divergence Immediate Post-dominator
Interconnect Configuration
Network Topology Butterfly
Routing Policy Destination Tag
Virtual Channels 1
Virtual Channel Buffer Size 32
Flit Size 32
Transactional Execution
Backup Page Size 256 Entries/Thread
Fast Table Lookup 2 Entries/Memory Partition
Bloom Filter 2Kbits/Memory Partition
M-bit Buffers 8KB/Memory Partition
Table 5.1: Architectural configuration parameters for the GPU.
5.3.1 Benchmarks
Supporting a transactional execution model facilitates the parallelization of irregular ap-
plications with inherent data-level parallelism, but are difficult to parallelize on GPUs due
to ambiguous data dependences. The Lonestar [38, 39] benchmark suite exemplifies such
applications. Overall, we use eight benchmarks from Lonestar and Equake from SPEC
CPU2000 [70] for our evaluation. Table 5.3 lists the benchmarks and their characteristics.
The benchmarks are compiled using CUDA [55].
We converted the original CPU-based C benchmarks to GPUs, and used a worklist-
based approach for task allocation using a bit vector to allocate items from the worklist to
GPU threads. The worklist is present in the global memory with a bit per item indicating
if the item needs to be processed. Each thread works on an item from the worklist if the
bit is set. Successful threads reset the bit, while failed threads do not. After the recovery
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Fetch/Decode/Dispatch/Execute/ 4/4/4/4/4
Commit width
L1 Cache (size/assoc/line) 64KB/4 way/64B
L2 Cache (size/assoc/line) 512KB/4 way/128B
Reorder Buffer Size 128
Instruction Window Size 64
DL1 MSHR Entries 128
Branch Prediction Table 16K Entries
TLB Entries 64
L2 Access Latency 6 Cycles
Memory Access Latency 80 Cycles
Table 5.2: Architectural configuration parameters for the CPU.
Benchmark
Short
#Comt. IPC Rd/Tx Wr/Tx #Inst/Tx #Inst/Rd
#Bkup
Name Pages
Shortest Path SPT 200000 9.16 39.05 7.02 184 2.67 1
Spanning Tree STR 200000 5.93 58.24 15.98 58 3.73 3
Survey Prop SPR 40000 6.92 145.7 41.58 605 3.45 1
Delaunay Ref DRF 5200 35.02 19992.62 55.73 119607 5.97 1
Delaunay Tri DTR 3000 24.79 56424.29 528.13 338688 5.95 8
Preflow Push PUSH 300000 9.67 53.84 10.11 238 3.78 1
Barnes Hut BH 32768 33.48 1043.35 5 11243 9.58 1
Equake EQK 200000 6.38 222.53 23.51 518 2.11 1
Boruvka BVK 17500 13.33 225.91 43.03 2175 9.62 2
Table 5.3: Benchmarks’ characteristics. The numbers correspond to simulations with 16
SMs, each running 128 threads with bandwidth optimizations enabled.
phase, items having bit set are processed again.
SPT calculates single-source shortest paths from a given source node to all the other
nodes in the graph. Node-to-node distances are iteratively updated as shorter distances are
discovered. Each node is processed in parallel to update distances of its neighbors from the
source node. STR produces a spanning tree that connects all the nodes in a graph without
creating cycles. This algorithm randomly selects an edge from the graph to add it to the
tree if no cycle is formed. The algorithm terminates when there are no more edges left
which can be added without creating cycles. SPR is a heuristic SAT solver that determines
whether there is a set of values that can satisfy a boolean expression. A boolean expression
and its variables are represented using a graph. An edge exists between an expression and
a variable if the variable is used in the expression. The algorithm evaluates all the nodes
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in the graph and computes the likeliness for each variable to be true. Once the value of a
variable is determined, it is removed from the graph. All the nodes, including both variables
and expressions, are evaluated in parallel as long as there is no edge between them. DRF
is a Delaunay mesh refinement algorithm that refines the Delaunay triangulated graph so
that it satisfies certain constraints, such as no angle is less than 30 degrees in the graph.
The algorithm identifies triangles that do not satisfy the quality constraints and refines
them. Refinement is performed in parallel for all triangles that are not adjacent. DTR
triangulates a graph containing a set of points specified by their coordinates. The graph is
initialized with one triangle with all the points located inside. The triangulation process
selects points from the graph, and partitions the surrounding triangle into smaller triangles.
Points can be processed in parallel that do not share the same surrounding triangle and
their neighbors do not overlap and cause speculation to fail. PUSH computes maximum
flow from a source to a sink node through the edges of the directed graph. Nodes push
the excess flow to their neighbors. Nodes having excess flow (input exceeds output) are
active nodes. Active nodes are processed in parallel as long as the nodes they process do
not overlap. BH is a gravitational N-body simulation, where particles are placed in a 3-D
octree. In each timestep of the simulation, all threads first descend the octree and insert
particles to the tree; compute the total force on each particle from the neighbors; and then
finally update the position and velocity of each particle. Nodes can be processed in parallel
when they are not ancestors of each other in the octree. EQK is the parallel version of
183.equake from SPEC CPU2000, which simulates the propagation of seismic waves by
tracking the displacement at each point in an unstructured mesh over several time steps.
Computation is dominated by sparse matrix-vector multiplication, which is speculatively
parallelized on a GPU. BVK implements the Bor˚uvka’s minimum spanning tree algorithm
for an undirected weighted graph. For each node, the edge with the smallest weight is
selected and added to the spanning tree. This edge is then removed from the original tree,
and the nodes it was connecting are merged. Edges can be contracted in parallel if the
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nodes involved do not share a common neighbor.
5.4 Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of supporting transactional
threads in a GPU with the infrastructure and benchmarks described in the previous section.
All the data presented in this section are based on the M-bit granularity of 4 bytes, unless
specified explicitly. Figure 5.4 shows the IPC of each benchmark with 128, 256, 512, and
1024 threads executing on a single SM. Three benchmarks are unable to execute with the
1024-thread configuration since they oversubscribe the register file in this configuration.
The height of the bars corresponds to total IPC, which represents the number of instructions
graduated per cycle from all transactional threads, including those that failed. The effective
IPC corresponds only to instructions graduated from successful transactional threads. The
difference between effective and total IPC is the overhead associated with transactional
execution.
Figure 5.4: IPC achieved for transactional execution: Transactional overhead corresponds
to instructions wasted in executing failed threads. Effective IPC corresponds to instructions
executed by succeeded threads.
The total IPC increases sub-linearly with the number of threads. In the case of DTR,
total IPC actually decreases when thread count increases from 256 to 512 as a result of
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very high thread failure rate causing lower utilization of the SM. The effective IPC is
always lower than the total IPC. For almost all applications, effective IPC decreases as
the number of threads per thread block increases beyond a certain value due to significant
overhead associated with the failed threads. Three factors determine the IPC of these
applications: i) control flow divergence; ii) streaming multiprocessor resource contention;
and iii) transaction management overhead.
Control Flow Divergence Divergence in control flow causes threads in the same warp
to take different execution paths, degrading program performance as a result of serial-
ized execution. A program with control flow divergence does not always have full warp
occupancy. Divergence is the primary cause of low total IPC in all applications.
Streaming Multiprocessor Resource Contention In all applications, the perfor-
mance is unable to increase linearly with the number of threads. Higher number of threads
effectively hide the memory latency by scheduling more warps; thus, resulting in better ex-
ecution time. However, the percentage of stall cycles increases with the number of threads.
As we increase the thread count, the stalls become dominant over the useful cycles, which
increases the execution time. Such behavior also explains the effective IPC decline in Fig-
ure 5.4. Decrease in a GPU’s performance is expected when contention increases, but with
transactional execution the degradation of performance is observed much earlier.
Transaction Management Overhead Transaction management overhead includes the
cost of additional reads and writes, and the cost of transaction failure recovery. Dependence
tracking and state buffering for transactional reads and writes can increase memory access
time, as described in Section 5.2. Furthermore, the additional memory traffic generated
by the transaction management logic increases network and memory contention, and lead
to performance degradation. This impact is discussed in details in Section 5.4.3.
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Figure 5.5: Failure rate of transactional threads obtained after running 128, 256, 512, and
1024 threads on one SM.
When transactional threads fail, they must be recovered and re-executed. On an aver-
age, the cost of recovery is relatively small — 2.4% of total cycles are spent in recovery and
the maximum is for SPR, which is below 10%. However, the performance overhead associ-
ated with transaction failure, shown as transactional overhead in Figure 5.4, is significant
for some benchmarks. For a given thread count, failure rate decreases as the problem size
increases; on the other hand, for a given problem size, failure rate increases as the thread
count increases, as shown in Figure 5.5. High transactional failure rate observed in SPR,
DTR, and PUSH is an indication of insufficient parallelism in these application for the
given data set. The higher failure rates for more threads in STR and BVK are because
the problem size decreases as the application starts to converge. DRF does not have a
high failure rate, but it suffers from speculation overhead due to a significant number of
instructions executed by failed threads. All these benchmarks have substantial speculation
overhead as seen in Figure 5.4, except SPT and BH due to their very low failure rate.
Since our execution model allows parallelization of sequential irregular applications on
GPU, we compare the performance of transactional execution on a single SM against an
out-of-order superscalar processor with the similar transistor count, operating at the same
frequency. The results are presented in Figure 5.6 as the speedup achieved by GPU over
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the single-threaded execution on a superscalar core, with M-bit granularity of four bytes.
All the benchmarks perform better than CPU with maximum average speedup of 4.6x for
256-thread configuration. With bandwidth optimization techniques enabled the speedup
becomes 5.1x, which is an improvement of 10%. It is worth pointing out that the CPU
takes advantage of on-chip L1 and L2 caches, while the GPU does not. The integration of
on-chip cache further improves the GPU performance as discussed later in Section 5.4.3.
Further performance study of lock-based irregular applications on multicore CPU against
GPU with transactional execution support is possible, but we leave it for future work.
Figure 5.6: Performance of transactional execution on GPU (one SM) compared to super-
scalar CPU. (Sup. = Superscalar)
The transactional execution model is able to effectively extract parallelism from the
benchmarks studied, with the exception of DTR and PUSH. DTR works on a small
graph, where enough parallelism is not available for the thread numbers we have selected,
limiting its speedup over sequential execution. With 256 threads and beyond, it experiences
excessive squashing, limiting the best speedup at 128 threads. PUSH has a very high
divergence which limits its performance. It runs four threads or fewer most of the time.
In BH, there are two opportunities for speculative parallelization, to create a tree for
computing gravitational forces and to compute the forces. The force computing kernel did
not encounter any speculation failures with M-bit granularity of four bytes. The speedup
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for BH is combined speedup of both the kernels. Note that the GPU benchmarks are
not fine-tuned for performance. These benchmarks can benefit from detailed performance
tuning; however, it is beyond the scope of this work.
Figure 5.7: Effect of varying M-bit granularity on the execution time for 256-thread con-
figuration. Normalized to 4-byte granularity.
5.4.1 M-bit Granularity Impact
M-bits track the speculative modifications made by transactional threads. Each M-bit
entry corresponds to multiple bytes of data in the program memory space. False violation
occurs when two memory operations access different memory locations that are mapped
to the same M-bit entry. M-bit granularity refers to the number of bytes each M-bit
entry corresponds to. Coarser M-bit granularity leads to more false sharings, but takes
less memory space for the M-bit partition. The performance impact of varying M-bit
granularity is shown in Figure 5.7, as slowdown caused by different M-bit granularities
compared to that of 4 bytes. All benchmarks suffer performance degradation, as M-bit
granularity becomes coarser. PUSH and BVK use an array to represent a graph. As M-
bit granularity becomes coarser, neighboring nodes map to the same M-bit entry. PUSH
has only a few active nodes that can be processed in parallel, and each node is represented
by a 4-byte value. Thus, when M-bit granularity is 8 or more, false violations increase
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dramatically. DTR works on a smaller graph, and thus has a high false conflict rate. On
the other hand, BVK shows little performance degradation with 8-byte granularity, but
false violations increase with 16- and 32-byte granularities. Other benchmarks use pointer-
based graph data structures and the active nodes are spread throughout the graph, resulting
in fewer false conflicts. To summarize, the impact of M-bit granularity is application- and
input-dependent, and thus is best determined at runtime.
5.4.2 Scalability Study
Figure 5.8 shows the performance achieved on 16 SMs with bandwidth optimizations
present when thread count is increased from 64 to 512 threads per SM. DTR, PUSH,
BH, and BVK show improvement in execution time for 128 threads compared to 64, while
others degrade. Monotonous decline in the performance for some of the benchmarks is
attributed to their memory contention. Table 5.3 lists the average number of instructions
issued per load operation for each benchmark. Benchmarks with a very high percentage
of loads cannot hide the memory latency despite having more warps. Higher number of
threads increases the load latency further which cannot be accommodated with additional
threads. Such benchmarks do not scale with more threads. Our experiments on unmodi-
fied GPGPU-Sim comply with our observations. Therefore, under transactional execution
these benchmarks show degradation due to additional overheads incurred by speculation
messages and transaction management.
On the other hand, BH and BVK have the lowest number of loads compared to others,
which scales their performance with more threads. BVK shows a decline in performance
for 256 threads and beyond due to excessive squashing. Likewise, DRF and DTR scale
with higher number of threads, but increase in the failure rate impacts their execution
time. Compute-bound benchmarks easily scale when the overhead due to failed threads is
not dominant.
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Figure 5.8: Performance of transactional execution when number of threads per SM are
varied from 64 to 512, on total of 16 SMs. Normalized to 64x16 results.
5.4.3 Bandwidth Utilization
Transactional execution introduces additional memory traffic for M-bit accesses and version
management. This traffic can exacerbate existing memory bottlenecks and degrade per-
formance. Additional hardware that can potentially reduce this memory traffic, described
in Section 5.2.3, is evaluated here. Figure 5.9 shows the DRAM request distribution for
each benchmark with different optimizations. The base configuration does not include L2
cache and all the memory requests are served by DRAM. The speedup achieved by each
optimization relative to the base configuration is labeled on the top of the bars. In this
study we simulate 16 SMs, each running 128 threads.
We classify the transactional execution traffic into M-bit read, M-bit write, and backup
requests. Every memory access has a corresponding M-bit read while every new write
generates M-bit write as well as backup requests. A write operation by the owner thread
of an address creates only backup requests. All the benchmarks benefit largely by adding
L2 cache to the GPU reducing the total DRAM traffic. Most of the M-bit write requests
are absorbed by the L2 cache. However, backup requests reaching the DRAM are not
effectively reduced due to their uncoalesced nature and fewer numbers. With L2 cache,
DRAM traffic is reduced by 56%, while the performance is improved by 28%.
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Table 5.3 shows that for most applications, the write set is much smaller than the
read set. Bloom filter takes advantage of this property to reduce the M-bit read requests.
DRF and BH have the lowest write to read ratio, which results in negligible M-bit read
requests with a Bloom filter. On average, addition of a Bloom filter further reduces DRAM
traffic by 20% and improves performance by 21% relative to the L2 cache. An additional
M-bit buffer that only buffers M-bit entries not only reduces the DRAM traffic, but also
prevents pollution of the L2 cache. Thus, this buffer can improve transactional execution
performance significantly. Compared to a Bloom filter, an M-bit buffer reduces DRAM
traffic by 5% and increases the performance by 12%.
Signatures and buffers potentially reduce the M-bit access traffic over the network due to
effective caching in the cases when the M-bit of an address is mapped to a different memory
partition. SPT, SPR, DTR, and EQK gain most from these buffers. To summarize, there
is an average reduction of 70% in DRAM traffic and 88% performance gain compared
to the base configuration, which shows that additional bandwidth requirements by the
transactional execution are effectively mitigated.
5.5 Related Works
Transactional memory support on GPUs has been previously proposed. Cederman et al.
[9] propose STM using locks on GPUs, while Fung et al. [22] propose support for HTM.
The prior approaches treat critical sections as transactions, whereas our execution model
treats segments of execution between two barrier synchronizations as transactions. This is
because our goal is to facilitate the extraction of parallel threads on GPU from sequential
irregular applications. As a result, our mechanism must be scalable to the size and the
number of threads.
Fung et al. propose a technique (KILO TM) with lazy version management and lazy
conflict detection mechanisms which requires separate read and write logs for uncommitted
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Figure 5.9: Distribution of total DRAM traffic with 16 SMs, 128 threads/SM: Base corre-
sponds to traffic when no cache is present between transaction management logic and the
DRAM; L2 corresponds to traffic when a L2 data cache is introduced; L2+BF corresponds
to traffic when an additional bloom filter is introduced; L2+BF+Buf corresponds to traffic
when a separate M-bit buffer is introduced. Hardware description of these components can
be found in Section 5.2.3. All bars are normalized to the Base configuration. Numbers on
each bar indicate speedup w.r.t. Base.
transactions. We implement an eager conflict detection using a centralized M-bits struc-
ture. For each memory access, our scheme only requires one additional read for conflict
detection, while KILO TM needs two additional reads and one additional write. With our
benchmark set, average read/write set size is much larger than those analyzed by Fung
et al. This increases the conflict detection overhead in KILO TM because it transfers the
entire read/write logs for each thread to commit units and re-validates every entry in the
logs against the global memory. Bigger logs also cause more misses in L2 cache which
can increase the DRAM pressure and validation time in KILO TM. To identify whether
a thread is accessing its own write set, KILO TM employs per-thread Bloom filter. A
hit in the Bloom filter leads to a sequential scan of the write log, which could lead to
performance degradation when the size of write log is large. This overhead is eliminated
in our mechanism. Furthermore, while Fung et al. allocate a large fixed space for storing
read/write logs, we dynamically manage our backup logs. By providing a more restrictive
execution, our eager/eager scheme is simpler than that of KILO TM.
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Thread-level speculation and transactional memory in CPU have been an important
area of research in the computer architecture community for many years. Numerous hard-
ware implementations of transactional memory (HTM) have been proposed [3, 10, 11, 13,
14, 25, 46, 76, 72]. Extensive work has been done using software to support transactional
execution [17, 26, 29, 48, 64, 69]. Conflict detection and version management are then
performed in software using low-level synchronization primitives supported by the under-
lying processors. STMs are often slower than HTMs. Hybrid TM support have also been
proposed that benefit from both faster HTM and more scalable STM [16, 40]. In the case
of HTMs, caches, cache coherence protocols, and virtual memory are used to implement
version management and dependence violation detection. Similar to LogTM-SE [76], we
use eager conflict detection and version management in our GPU-based transactional ex-
ecution support. LogTM-SE is able to use separate read and write signatures per thread
for conflict detection in hardware. However, since GPUs support thousands of threads,
maintaining two signatures per thread and performing conflict detection would incur un-
acceptable hardware cost as well as performance overhead. By using a part of the global
memory to track speculative modifications, our approach can easily scale to thousands of
transactional threads on GPUs.
5.6 Summary
In this work, we propose a transactional execution model on GPUs to extract parallelism
from sequential applications with irregular memory access patterns. The execution model
allows straightforward conversion of sequential applications to GPUs and eases the burden
on programmers to parallelize them. To scale the proposed execution model on GPUs
to thousands of threads, we adopt eager conflict detection which effectively utilizes GPU
resources, and eager version management which favors transactions with lower failure rate.
We have integrated hardware support onto the streaming multiprocessors and in the mem-
ory subsystem to enhance the efficiency of transactional support. We compensate for the
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additional memory bandwidth requirements using techniques like Bloom filters and on-chip
buffers. By evaluating a selected set of benchmarks from the Lonestar [38] and the SPEC
CPU2000 [70] benchmark suites, we found that a large class of applications with inherent
data-level parallelism and irregular memory access patterns can be parallelized on GPU.
With adequate hardware support, the overhead associated with managing transactional
states and transactional failure recovery can be minimal. Transactional execution on a
GPU achieved 5.1x speedup compared to sequential execution on a superscalar CPU of
similar die area, operating at the same clock frequency.
Chapter 6
Data Race Detection in GPUs
Designing and implementing correct GPU programs is challenging since programmers must
consider interaction between thousands of parallel threads. Many concurrency bugs are re-
sults of different threads perceiving memory states differently at runtime. Such differences
are often a manifestation of data races present in the programs. Concurrency bugs pertain-
ing to data races are often difficult to identify, since variant thread scheduling can change
the behavior of the program. A data race occurs when more than one thread simulta-
neously accesses the same memory location, and at least one of the accesses is a write.
Improper placement and usage of synchronizations and critical sections can lead to data
races. Furthermore, the lack of memory coherence support in contemporary GPUs can
introduce data races that do not exist in computational systems with a coherent memory
system such as CPUs. In addition, a large number of concurrent threads in a modern GPU
makes detecting and resolving data races a challenging task.
Efficient and effective runtime data race detection mechanisms are the basis for imple-
menting powerful tools for facilitating software development as well as enhancing software
correctness and reliability. Runtime data race detection techniques on CPUs have been
thoroughly investigated by a large body of previous work [51, 52, 59, 60]. These proposals
often require some mechanisms for tracking memory accesses per-thread. However, for a
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modern GPU that is capable of executing thousands of threads simultaneously, tracking
per-thread accesses to detect data races poses challenges both in terms of performance as
well as hardware overhead.
There have been some efforts initiated recently for ensuring software correctness in
GPUs [44, 7, 34, 42, 43, 77, 78]. These approaches mainly include software-based static
analysis or dynamic monitoring of GPU programs. The static analysis approach inspects
the program source code, and based on the knowledge of the GPU execution model, can
either detect the static races or predict runtime races. This approach is limited since it
cannot foresee the runtime program behaviors; thus, can result in significant false positive
rate. The dynamic monitoring approach adds software instrumentation to GPU programs,
thus causes significant slowdown. However, it is more effective as the runtime program
control flows and indirect memory accesses are exposed to the monitoring system.
Adequate hardware support can potentially improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
data race detection. Such hardware support is responsible for tracking and comparing
the memory accesses from all threads to detect data races. In this work, we propose a
Hardware-Accelerated data Race detection tool for GPU (HAccRG), a low overhead, high
accuracy data race detection mechanism for GPU. To the best of our knowledge, HAccRG
is the first hardware implementation for detecting data races in the GPU. It detects data
races in both shared and global memory spaces of a GPU.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: In Section 6.1, we elaborate data
races occurring in GPUs with the help of two examples. Section 6.2 presents the data
race detection framework on GPU. Then, we discuss the necessary hardware and software
support for data race detection in Section 6.3. The evaluation methodology is described
in Section 6.4, followed by evaluation of HAccRG in Section 6.5. Finally, we discuss the
related works in Section 6.6.
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6.1 Data Races in GPUs: Case Studies
Data races are one of the common issues faced in concurrent programming that are hard to
debug and can often result in incorrect program behaviors [45]. A data race occurs when
more than one thread simultaneously accesses the same memory location, and at least one
of the accesses is a write. In this section, we present two classes of data races in GPUs.
Some of the data races discussed in this section occur in both CPU and GPU, while the
others occur only in GPU.
1. device uint count = 0;
2. device void race example (int *in, int *out)
3. {
4. int tid = threadIdx.x;
5. for(int i=0; i¡32; i++) {
6. out[tid] = foo(in, tid, i);
7. // missing memory fence
8. if(blockDim.x-1 == atomicInc(&count, blockDim.x)) {
9. out[0] = out[0]+out[1]+...+out[blockDim.x-1];
10. count = 0;
11. }
12. // missing barrier synchronization
13. }
14. }
Figure 6.1: Two sources of global memory data races in a GPU kernel: missing memory
fence (line 7) and missing barrier synchronization (line 12).
6.1.1 Lack of Correct Synchronization
In the example shown in Figure 6.1, threads within the same thread-block update the
array out in global memory at the index tid in line 6. Each thread atomically increments
a global variable count (initialized to 0) in line 8. Every atomic increment operation
returns the old value of count. The last thread from the block that increments the variable
count reads the global array modified by all threads in the block and writes the final sum
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to out[0] in line 9. The same thread resets the count to 0. The entire process is repeated
in a for loop.
Because of the for loop in line 5, all threads but the last one, after atomically incre-
menting count, immediately loop back and update the out array. It can happen that before
the last thread reads the out array in line 9, the other threads modify out again. A barrier
synchronization (e.g. syncthreads [56]) in line 12 is required to ensure correct execution.
Note that, memory accesses from threads within the same warp are always ordered. The
barrier synchronization ensures correct ordering of memory accesses across all warps in a
thread-block.
GPU does not guarantee ordering of memory accesses across all threads. For this reason,
the last thread that reads the out array in line 9 can see the count value incremented
before the write to the out array is complete, and can compute the sum incorrectly. A
barrier synchronization in line 7 will ensure memory accesses are properly ordered across
all threads in a block; however, this is an overkill since it blocks all threads. A memory fence
function [36, 56], on the other hand, if added in line 7, ensures that all the writes made
by a thread are visible to all other threads after the memory fence operation. In systems
with coherence support, a fence call is not required because stricter memory consistency
is maintained by hardware. Thus, when more than one thread-block updates and accesses
the global memory, memory fence functions must be used to ensure correct ordering of the
memory operations.
Thus, when more than one thread-block updates and accesses the global memory, mem-
ory fence functions must be used to ensure correct ordering of the memory operations.
6.1.2 Incorrect Use of Locks
Locks allow multiple threads to read or write shared variables atomically by serializing
the accesses from different threads. We describe two data races that can occur while
implementing locks. Figure 6.2(a) shows execution of a critical section in a GPU kernel.
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Figure 6.2: Data races in critical sections on a GPU. (a) A data race that occurs in both
GPU and systems with coherence support. (b) A data race due to missing fence that only
occurs in GPU.
Threads T1 and T2 acquire locks L1 and L2, respectively. Thread T1 writes to an address
A within its critical section, while thread T2 reads the same address before thread T1
releases its lock L1, resulting in a data race. This type of data race can occur in both GPU
and systems with coherence support.
Figure 6.2(b) shows two threads T3 and T4 contending for the same lock L3, which
causes both threads to execute their critical sections sequentially. Thread T3 writes to
an address A within its critical section, while thread T4 reads the same address upon
acquiring the lock L3. However, since GPU does not guarantee memory access ordering
across threads, it is possible that T4 finds the lock variable updated before the write to the
address A is complete. Thus, thread T4 can read the old value at address A. This can be
avoided by calling a memory fence function after write to address A and before T3 releases
lock L3. This type of data race can occur only in GPU.
Data race shown in Figure 6.2(a) can occur in both CPU and GPU, however, situation
in Figure 6.2(b) does not occur in CPU because of stricter memory consistency model than
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GPU. Both these cases result in data race conditions that often could require significant
debugging efforts since such an execution pattern may not be obvious from the kernel code.
Detection of all the data race conditions discussed above demand expert debugging skills
and familiarity with the code. In addition, the data dependent races increase the debugging
efforts. An automatic data race detection technique will save much of the debugging efforts
and time, improve the quality of the software, as well as reduce its development time.
6.2 Data Race Detection Framework
There are two common techniques for detecting data races at runtime: comparing set of
locks held by threads when accessing shared data items or establishing happens-before
relationship between accesses. Lockset-based data race detection technique tracks the set
of locks held by each thread and reports a data race when different threads access the
same memory location without holding a common lock, with at least one write access. In
happens-before-based data race detection technique, thread execution is partitioned into
epochs using synchronization events. Such epochs are considered concurrent if their exe-
cution times overlap, while a data race is reported when concurrent epochs from different
threads access the same memory location with at least one write. Although both tech-
niques are powerful, none of them covers all the data races. The lockset-based detection
only covers data races caused by improper use of locks. In addition to the runtime data
races, it also reports the potential data races that do not occur at runtime. The happens-
before-based detection considers all synchronization events, but only reports data races
that occur at runtime, while potentially missing some data races that are not exposed
due to thread scheduling. HAccRG uses happens-before mechanism to detect data races
caused by incorrect barrier synchronizations and fences, and lockset mechanism to detect
data races in critical sections.
To detect data races, memory accesses from different threads must be tracked. There
are two approaches for recording memory access history: aggregating memory accesses for
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each thread or tracking memory accesses for each memory location. In the first approach,
memory accesses from each thread in a GPU are compared against each other. Since the
number of comparisons grow quadratically with the number of threads, this approach is
impractical for GPU systems with thousands of concurrent threads. Thus, HAccRG takes
the second approach that keeps track of thread(s) that accessed each memory location. This
approach is particularly attractive for GPUs, because the number of data race comparisons
has a linear relationship with the number of memory accesses and the space overhead grows
linearly with the application memory size.
The metadata for data race detection for a shared data is stored, in what we refer to as,
shadow memory. Consider a memory location M : accesses to M are tracked in the shadow
memory at location Mshadow. Each access to memory location M invokes a concurrent
access to the corresponding Mshadow entry. In the rest of this section, we describe what
information is tracked by the shadow memory; and how different data races are detected
using this information. The hardware/software support necessary for implementing the
shadow memory depends on the performance characteristics of the shared data, and is
described in details in Section 6.3.
6.2.1 Races Between Barrier Synchronizations
In the GPU, barrier instructions ensure that memory accesses issued before the barrier are
completed before instructions following the barrier are executed. Hence, memory accesses
across barriers are ordered, however, all accesses between two barrier synchronizations are
concurrent. Between two barriers, a data race can occur when different threads read and
write shared data. The start and the end of a kernel are implicit barriers.
In HAccRG, when a thread accesses a memory location, the corresponding Mshadow
entry is checked and updated. For each memory location, the corresponding shadow entry
has three fields: the tid field containing the thread ID of the first thread that accessed
the given memory location; the modified (M) field indicating whether the memory location
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has been written to by a thread; and the shared (S) field indicating whether the memory
location has been read by more than one thread.
Figure 6.3 shows the state transitions of the Mshadow entries. At the beginning of the
execution, the shared and modified fields in the shadow entries are set to true, indicating
that there has been no access to the memory locations. When a thread-block reaches
barrier synchronization, the modified and shared fields in the shadow memory entries are
set to true. When a memory access is issued, a shadow entry can be in one of the four
states:
• State 1 (M=true, S=true): There is no prior access to the corresponding memory
location. HAccRG performs the following operations for memory access from thread
T: i) reset S to false because this is the first access; 2) reset M to false if the access
is a read; and 3) set the tid to the thread identifier of T.
• State 2 (M=false, S=false): There have only been read accesses from a thread with its
ID stored in tid. For a read access, no action is necessary if the same thread accesses
the location; otherwise set S to true. The shared field (S) is required because we only
store the ID of the thread that has first accessed the given memory location. For a
write access, set M to true for access from the thread tid; otherwise report a data
race of type write-after-read (WAR).
• State 3 (M=true, S=false): There have been at least one write access from a thread
with its ID stored in tid. For a read access, no action is necessary for access from the
thread tid; otherwise report a data race of type read-after-write (RAW). For a write
access, no action is necessary for access from the same thread tid; otherwise report a
data race of type write-after-write (WAW).
• State 4 (M=false, S=true): There have been read accesses from more than one thread.
For a read access from any thread, no action is necessary. For a write access from
any thread report a data race of type write-after-read (WAR). The shared field is set
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to true when more than one thread reads the location; hence, any write to the same
location is a potential data race.
S=T
M=T
S=F
M=F
S=T
M=F
S=F
M=T
T = true    F = false
Report Race Action
(WAR)
(WAR)
Write_A
Read_B
Read
Write_B / Read_B
Write_A
Write_A / Read_A
Read_A
Read_A
Write
Write_B
Starting State
(WAW) (RAW)
Figure 6.3: Data race detection process. Each state represents ‘MS’ fields in a shadow
entry. Read x or Write x indicates an access by a thread x, while Read or Write indicates
an access by any thread. The dotted lines indicate the report race action.
Impact of Warps on Reporting Races: After analyzing the shadow entries, HAccRG
reports data races for instructions between two barrier synchronization points only if the
two threads belong to different warps. The threads within the same warp do not create
a data race condition since all threads in a warp are synchronized. Therefore, for every
memory access by a warp, it is guaranteed that the previous memory accesses by the same
warp are complete. The shared field in the shadow entry is set to true when a read occurs
from a different warp than that of thread tid. However, HAccRG does detect write-after-
write violations within the same warp before the memory request is issued.
When warp re-grouping occurs dynamically at runtime [20], threads that originally
belonged to different warps are merged into a single warp. Consequently, for these threads
some memory accesses would come from different warps. Thus, when warp re-grouping is
enabled, HAccRG reports data races regardless of the warp considerations.
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6.2.2 Races in Critical Sections
GPUs support atomic operations for implementing critical sections to ensure sequential
access to shared data. When a memory location is accessed by different threads holding
a common lock, the accesses to that memory location are serialized. To detect data races
related to incorrect acquisition and release of locks, HAccRG supports lockset-based data
race detection [65].
In HAccRG, a per-thread register, referred to as the atomic ID, records the set of locks
held by each thread. When a thread acquires a lock, the lock variable is entered into the
atomic ID; when the lock is released, the corresponding entry is removed from the atomic
ID. The register is a small Bloom filter [5] that keeps track of lock variables, similar to
the prior work for detecting CPU-based data races [79]. A Bloom filter signature is a bit
vector divided into multiple bins. When an address is added into the signature, one bit
selected using a hash function in each of the bins is set to 1. To remove addresses, we
simply clear the signature when a thread releases all the lock variables held. Most of the
CPU applications use single level locks, while the ones that use nested locks have very
small nesting levels [61, 79]. The GPU applications also follow similar trends. Therefore,
clearing the Bloom filter signatures provides a low overhead mechanism to remove lock
variables from atomic IDs. Atomic ID is attached to each memory request that is issued
within a critical section, and is stored in the shadow entry along with the other fields. A
more accurate look-up table based approach for tracking lock variables can also be adopted,
however we choose Bloom filter due to its low hardware overhead. The effect of Bloom
filter signature size and number of bins on data race detection accuracy is discussed later
in Section 6.5.
To determine whether two or more threads have accessed a shared variable without
holding a common lock, HAccRG tracks the set of common locks protecting each shared
variable at runtime. This is obtained by intersection of the set of locks protecting a shared
variable so far, with the set of locks held by the thread accessing the shared variable. The
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intersection of Bloom filter signatures is a simple bitwise AND operation. The atomic ID
field in the shadow entry indicates the set of locks protecting the shared variable so far,
while the atomic ID register of the accessing thread represents the current set of locks held
by that thread.
In critical sections, lockset-based detection has priority over barrier synchronizations.
For the first access to a memory location (M=true, S=true), the lock variable is stored in
the atomic ID if the access is protected, otherwise the atomic ID is set to 0 in the shadow
entry. For later protected accesses, the intersection of the atomic ID in the shadow entry
and the atomic ID of the accessing thread is stored in the shadow entry. A data race can
occur in two different scenarios when using locks.
• Accesses using different locks: For a protected access by a thread other than tid, if
the shadow entry shows a non-zero atomic ID, a data race is reported if the modified
field is true (write by tid) or the current access is a write, and if the intersection
of the atomic ID in the shadow entry and the atomic ID of the accessing thread is
null. A null intersection indicates that no common locks are used to access a shared
variable.
• Unprotected accesses: When accesses to a memory location involve protected and un-
protected accesses from different threads, a data race can occur if one of the accesses
is a write. When the atomic ID in the shadow entry is non-zero and the current
access is unprotected, or the atomic ID in the shadow entry is 0 and the current
access is protected, a data race is reported when either the modified field is true or
the current access is a write.
In HAccRG, we distinguish between memory accesses issued within and outside critical
sections. To detect the start and end of a critical section, we insert marker instructions
after lock acquire and before lock release operations in the kernel code. These operations
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in GPU are often implemented using atomic compare-and-swap or atomic exchange in-
structions [36, 56]. Compiler support can also be used to insert the marker instructions
automatically. Only for accesses related to critical sections, lockset-based detection is per-
formed as described above. For other accesses, happens-before detection is used to detect
data races.
6.2.3 Races Due to Improper Memory Fencing
In GPU, memory access ordering across threads is non-deterministic, as discussed earlier
in Section 6.1. Programmers use memory fencing functions to impose explicit ordering
on memory requests. A fence operation in CUDA ensures that modifications made by a
thread are visible to other threads in a GPU before the instructions following the fence are
executed by that thread [56].
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Figure 6.4: Detecting memory fence races in HAccRG. (a) Potential data race as thread
T1 consumes T0’s updates without fence execution by thread T0. (b) Safe access as thread
T0 executes fence before performing atomic operation.
To understand importance of fences, consider two threads T0 and T1 that have producer-
consumer relationship as shown in Figure 6.4. In Figure 6.4(a), thread T0 writes to location
X, while thread T1 reads from location X. The order between T0 and T1 is ensured through
an atomic operation over variable A. Such interaction between threads can be implemented
without using explicit critical sections, similar to the example shown in Figure 6.1 where
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an atomic increment operation over the count variable creates a synchronization point for
all threads. At the time of read access by thread T1, HAccRG determines that thread T0
has not executed memory fence function by monitoring T0’s fence epoch f0, and flags the
access as data race. If a fence call is inserted as shown in Figure 6.4(b) after write to X,
HAccRG flags the read access by T1 as safe since T0’s fence epoch changed from f0 to f1.
Similarly, HAccRG can also detect data races occurring in critical sections due to missing
fences (Figure 6.2(b)).
To monitor fence calls in GPU, HAccRG maintains a per-warp fence ID that is in-
cremented by one when a warp completes a memory fence call. Fence ID is a per-warp
logical clock that keeps track of execution of fences by a warp, which is sent along with
the memory requests. The fence ID of a thread’s warp is stored in the shadow entry with
the other fields. For the first access to a memory location (M=true, S=true), the shadow
entry fields are set along with the fence ID. For all other accesses, if the modified field is
set and the new access is a read, the fence ID stored in the shadow entry is compared with
the current fence ID of the warp that belongs to the thread indicated by tid. A match
indicates that the thread tid has not yet executed a fence instruction since its last write
to the same memory location. Therefore, there is a data race since a different thread is
reading the same memory location. A mismatch means the thread tid has completed its
fence call since its last write to the same memory location, which indicates that other GPU
threads can safely consume tid’s updates before the fence call.
6.3 HAccRG Implementation
In this section, we describe Race Detection Unit (RDU), the hardware support necessary
for accelerating the detection of data races in GPU. Since GPUs have two separate memory
modules, the shared and the global memory, two independent RDUs are designed to match
the performance and bandwidth requirements of these memory modules. While they do
not alter memory accesses originated from the cores, they are responsible for generating
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shadow memory accesses and matching these accesses with the corresponding memory
accesses. This ensures that the application running on the GPU does not observe any
functional changes when HAccRG is enabled.
6.3.1 Data Race Detection in Shared Memory
Since the shared memory is private to each SM, the shared memory RDU is present in
each SM for detecting data races among threads in the same SM. The shared memory is
small and fast, and hence the shared memory shadow entries are stored in hardware for
faster accesses. In reality, we extend each shared memory entry with its shadow memory
information, as shown in Figure 6.5. For every shared memory access, the RDU accesses
the corresponding shadow entries and performs data race detection.
Streaming Processors
Fid: fence ID Aid: atomic ID
Shared Memory Shadow Entries
RDU
SM
Fence and Atomic
Registers
AidM TidS Fid
M: modified S: shared Tid: thread ID
Figure 6.5: Modifications to the SM for the shared memory data race detection.
For every shared memory access, the RDU accesses the corresponding shadow entries
and performs data race detection. When a thread-block reaches barrier synchronization,
RDU resets all the shadow entries that belong to the block by setting their shared and
modified fields to true. Note that the shared memory RDU accesses fence IDs in its own
SM since shared memory is accessed only within an SM.
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6.3.2 Data Race Detection in Global Memory
The global memory is off-chip and is much larger than the shared memory in size. Thus, it
is impractical to provide explicit hardware support to track memory accesses. We reserve a
section in the global memory, referred to as global shadow memory, to record the meta-data
necessary for data race detection. The shadow entries in the global shadow memory have
a one-to-one correspondence with the entries in the kernel data structures. The global
shadow memory is allocated when the kernel is launched using the cudaMalloc [56] API.
At execution time, the global memory RDUs automatically generate requests and updates
to the shadow memory. When the kernel terminates, the cudaMemset [56] API is invoked
to invalidate all global memory shadow entries. Since the global memory is accessible to
all threads across all thread-blocks, we augment the shadow memory entries with the bid
field for the block ID, and the sid field for the originating SM of the access. Since multiple
thread-blocks can access the global memory, the shared field in the global shadow entries
is set to true if two different warps or thread-blocks read the same global memory location.
Consequently, a data race is reported if different thread-blocks perform read-write accesses
to a shared data without using locks or memory fences.
Since global memory shadow entries are part of device memory, setting the modified and
shared fields to true after barrier synchronization has additional performance overhead. To
avoid this overhead, we add one more field in the global memory shadow entries, referred to
as sync ID, to notify execution of barrier instructions. Each SM maintains per-thread-block
sync ID, and increments a thread-block’s sync ID when the thread-block reaches barrier
synchronization and only if the block has accessed the global memory since its last barrier
call. This avoids unnecessary increments to sync IDs after every barrier call. The sync ID
is a logical clock which keeps track of barriers executed by a thread-block. It is sent with
each global memory request and stored in the shadow entry. The sync ID in the shadow
entry and the one sent with the memory request are compared when the request comes from
the same thread-block as that of tid. If the sync IDs match, HAccRG checks the shadow
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entry for data race as shown in Figure 6.3. If the sync IDs are different, the shadow entry
is updated with the current access information. When a memory request comes from a
thread-block other than that of tid, sync ID check is not required because scope of barrier
is limited to a thread-block. For such accesses, the shadow entry is analyzed for detecting
a data race and then updated.
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Figure 6.6: Modifications in the memory slices for the global memory data race detection.
Each memory slice in GPU contains an L2 cache bank and a DRAM channel.
Hardware support for global memory data race detection are shown in Figure 6.6. The
global memory RDU, a hardware module present in each memory slice, is responsible for
data race detection. The GPU memory subsystem is partitioned into memory slices, each
containing an L2 cache bank and a DRAM channel, where the global memory shadow
entries reside. For every incoming global memory access from the interconnection network,
global memory RDU generates a new data race detection request using the request genera-
tor. A data race detection request is essentially a read request to obtain the shadow entry.
For global memory reads that hit in the L1 data cache, a data race detection request is
sent to the corresponding global memory RDU. Upon reading a shadow entry, the detection
logic analyzes the entry, reports a data race if detected, and updates the entry accordingly.
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When multiple requests accessing the same global memory location enter a global memory
RDU simultaneously, the requests are checked associatively to detect a possible data race.
Accessing Fence IDs: Memory fences in the GPU provide memory consistency across
threads by imposing memory access ordering. RDUs access the fence IDs maintained by
the SMs, to detect data races as described in Section 6.2.3. Global memory RDUs require
access to fence IDs from all the SMs in GPU. Therefore, the fence IDs from all the SMs are
stored in the race register file, which is replicated in every global memory RDU for faster
access, as shown in Figure 6.6. At the time of data race detection, a fence ID is read only if
the access checked for race is a read and the corresponding shadow entry has the modified
field set. A data race is reported if the read fence ID matches with the one stored in the
shadow entry. We discuss the sizes of sync IDs, fence IDs, and atomic IDs in Section 6.5.1.
Effect of L1 Caches on Detecting Global Memory Races: Non-coherent L1 data
caches have been introduced in recent GPUs [57], enabling caching of global memory data in
SMs. For global memory reads that hit in L1 data cache, HAccRG sends data race detection
requests to the corresponding global memory RDUs. When thread-blocks executing on
different SMs communicate through the global memory, it is possible that an SM does not
get the global memory updates from other SMs because of the stale data in its own L1
data cache. HAccRG handles this case by sending the read hit information with the data
race detection request to the global memory RDU. When global memory RDU detects a
read-after-write access across SMs and if the read is an L1 hit, HAccRG reports a data
race. Although such data races can be avoided by disabling caching of global memory data
in the L1 caches or by declaring the shared variables as volatile [56], HAccRG is capable
of reporting them when L1 caching is enabled. Systems with coherent caches do not face
such issues.
Supporting Virtual Memory: Virtual memory simplifies programming by assigning
separate address space to each process, thus oﬄoading memory management overhead
from the applications. Although virtual memory has traditionally been implemented only
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for CPUs, recent GPUs have also deployed virtual memory [2, 35]. To track global memory
accesses using shadow memory in such architectures, HAccRG should be able to support
virtual memory.
Virtual memory systems use page tables for translating virtual addresses to physical
addresses. In systems like Intel Sandy Bridge and AMD Fusion, page tables for CPU
and GPU are separately maintained [2, 35]. We propose an on-demand paging for shadow
memory in HAccRG. Shadow memory pages are allocated when GPU’s application memory
pages are generated, i.e., on-demand. However, shadow memory pages are allocated only
for global memory space. A one-bit field in the GPU page table entry can indicate if the
page belongs to the global memory space.
Modern processors rely on translation lookaside buffer (TLB) to speed-up the virtual
address translation mechanism. Intel Sandy Bridge and AMD Fusion provide independent
TLBs for GPU address translation. In HAccRG, when GPU’s global memory accesses
go through TLB, they should be able to get shadow memory locations along with the
application memory. We propose two mechanisms to incorporate dual address translations
in the TLB. A TLB is a cache like structure. The first mechanism appends 1-bit to the
tag fields in the GPU TLB. This bit is set to 1 when a TLB entry points to a shadow
memory page. During address translation, two tags are searched in the TLB: with the
appended bit 0 and 1. This approach can potentially reduce the effective TLB capacity for
regular (non-shadow) memory entries. In the second mechanism, we propose a separate
TLB structure for shadow memory pages. GPU memory accesses go through regular as
well as shadow memory TLB. Shadow memory TLB can be smaller than the regular TLB
since all GPU pages do not belong to the global memory space. This approach provides
faster TLB accesses than the first one. With the aforementioned modifications, HAccRG
can be easily adapted for GPUs having virtual memory support.
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6.3.3 Accuracy Trade-offs in HAccRG
Accurate runtime data race detection is often costly in terms of additional resources re-
quired, such as hardware and memory. Two approaches to tackle limited resources are
either to reduce data race detection accuracy or to detect data races only on a subset of
memory accesses.
By mapping one shadow entry to one or more consecutive elements in the program’s
memory space, the storage overhead of HAccRG can be adjusted. We refer to such map-
ping as tracking granularity of HAccRG. One-to-one correspondence between shadow en-
tries and elements in the kernel data structures does not report any false positives, while
one-to-many correspondence can report false positives. However, varying the tracking gran-
ularity changes the hardware as well as the memory requirements of HAccRG. Making the
granularity coarser reduces these overheads significantly.
By tracking access information only for the recently accessed data, HAccRG can detect
data races with high accuracy, however, it can miss some of the data races. In other
words, when the available shadow memory is lesser than that is required at the finest
tracking granularity, HAccRG overwrites the shadow memory contents with the latest
access information. This is important as the data race conditions between memory accesses
that execute close to each other in time are the most critical, while those which occur far
apart are potentially benign races. Such approach is common for data race detection
techniques in CPUs that track accesses at cache line granularity. When the cache lines are
evicted, access information stored with them is also lost. Since the shadow memory size
for global memory data race detection could be significant, we propose this technique for
the global memory space.
For keeping access information only for the recently accessed data, we track the global
memory accesses at page level by partitioning the global memory into pages of fixed sizes.
A small page table in hardware keeps track of most recently accessed pages. The number
of active entries in the page table is configurable, which also specifies how many shadow
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memory pages are available for global memory data race detection. For each global memory
access, the page table is queried. When a page entry is not found in the page table, a new
entry is allocated by replacing the least recently used page entry. Essentially, the shadow
entries belonging to the replaced page entry are overwritten. This technique can be easily
incorporated in GPUs supporting virtual memory by tracking accesses only to those global
memory pages which have entries present in the TLB.
We evaluate the data race detection trade-offs in HAccRG in Section 6.5.
6.4 Evaluation Methodology
# SMs / GPU Clusters 30 / 10
SIMD Pipeline Width / Warp Size 8 / 32
# Threads / Register per SM 1024 / 16384
Warp Scheduling Round Robin
Branch Divergence Immediate Post-dominator
Shared Memory per SM 16KB
L1 Data Cache per SM 48KB/6 way/128B line
Texture Cache per SM 5KB/5 way/128B line
Constant Cache per SM 8KB/2 way/64B line
Unified L2 Cache 64KB/Memory Partition, 8 way/128B line
# Memory Partitions 8
DRAM Request Queue Size 32
Memory Controller Out-of-Order
GDDR3 Memory Timing tCL=10,tRP=10,tRC=35,tRAS=25
tRCD=12,tRRD=8,tCDLR=6,tWR=11
Network Topology / Routing Policy Butterfly / Destination Tag
Virtual Channels / Flit Size 1 / 32
Virtual Channel Buffer Size 8
Table 6.1: Hardware parameters.
We implement the proposed HAccRG changes by extending a detailed GPGPU simula-
tor (GPGPU-Sim 3.0.2 [4]). GPGPU-Sim is configured to model NVIDIA Quadro FX5800
GPU. L1 data caches and a unified L2 cache have been modelled after NVIDIA Fermi
GPUs [57]. The L1 data caches are non-coherent, while the unified L2 cache is coher-
ent. GPGPU-Sim simulates timing for the SMs, the interconnection network, the memory
controllers, and the GDDR3 memory. The GPU hardware parameters are provided in
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Benchmark Inputs
Shared Memory Global Memory
% Inst.
%
% Inst.
%
Shared Shared
Reads Reads
Mcarlo 256 elements, 0.3 0 6.5 64.4
64K paths
Scan 512 elements 10.7 7.1 1.1 28.8
Fwalsh Data length 9.6 0 7.5 0
512K, Kernel
length 32
Hist Byte count 22.9 0 1.4 0
16M
Sortnw 32K elements, 17.1 0 2.6 0
2K values
Reduce 1M elements 19.6 0.5 18.6 0
Psum 16K elements 0.1 87.2 16.4 87.5
Offt meshW=256, 8.5 0 2.6 9.4
meshH=256
Kmeans color100.txt 0.04 0 17.4 86.3
Hash 256K-entry 0 - 17.8 0
table, 16K
elements
Table 6.2: Benchmarks. Inst. indicates % of shared or global memory instructions in a
benchmark. Shared Reads indicates the % of reads to same memory location by different
warps.
Table 6.1.
At the end of every barrier synchronization, we simulate the extra clock cycles required
to invalidate the shared memory shadow entries. For the global memory data race detec-
tion, we model interconnection network traffic from the SMs to the global memory RDUs
in the memory partitions. The network packets carry sync IDs, fence IDs, and atomic IDs
along with the other control information.
We evaluate the effectiveness and performance of HAccRG using a set of CUDA appli-
cations listed in Table 6.2. Seven of the ten benchmarks are taken from NVIDIA’s CUDA
SDK [56]. Mcarlo [56] is the Monte Carlo option pricing algorithm. Scan [56] is the
parallel prefix sum algorithm. Fwalsh [56] is CUDA implementation of generalized class
of Fourier transform, also known as Walsh transform. Hist [56] is a histogram implemen-
tation on GPU. Sortnw [56] implements bitonic sort, a special type of sorting algorithm.
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Reduce [56] performs parallel reduction operations on an input array to produce a fi-
nal value. Psum is a microbenchmark based on the threadfence example explained in the
CUDA programming guide [56]. Offt [56] is an ocean simulation based on fast Fourier
transform. Kmeans [66] is a CUDA implementation of the parallel k-means clustering
algorithm [73]. Hash is another microbenchmark where every thread updates a hash ta-
ble atomically. Reduce, Psum, and Hash benchmarks use memory fencing functions
in CUDA for inter-thread-block communication. The thread-blocks in other benchmarks
work on independent sections in the shared and global memory spaces. All benchmarks
are run until completion for detailed evaluation.
6.5 Experimental Results
In this section, we evaluate the overall performance of HAccRG. We start with a discussion
on the effectiveness of HAccRG in detecting data races and the sensitivity of our results
to different hardware and software configurations. We then evaluate various aspects of the
performance overhead in HAccRG.
6.5.1 Effectiveness of Data Race Detection
We evaluate the effectiveness of HAccRG in detecting data races for both the shared
and global memory accesses in the benchmarks listed in Table 6.2. For this purpose,
we track the shared and global memory accesses at the word granularities. Overall, we
report four categories of data races: i) races in the shared memory due to incorrect barrier
synchronizations; ii) races in the global memory due to incorrect barrier synchronizations;
iii) races in the global memory due to the lack of critical sections; and iv) races in the
global memory due to missing memory fence instructions. No data race is detected in the
shared memory; however, data races are found in the global memory for three benchmarks.
In Scan and Kmeans, the kernels are designed to execute as a single thread-block, but
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multiple thread-blocks are launched to scale up the workload. Consequently, all thread-
blocks operate on the same data, causing data dependences that otherwise would not
exist. These bugs are documented by the developers of the benchmark suite. No data
race is reported when both Scan and Kmeans are executed with a single thread-block. In
the spectrum generation kernel of Offt, the input is processed to create a wave spectrum
in frequency domain. Multiple thread-blocks process separate data and update the final
result. However, the memory address is incorrectly calculated, and two threads accessed
the same memory location, causing a write-after-read data race in the global memory space.
Injected Races: To identify the effectiveness of HAccRG in benchmarks that did not show
data races, we inject artificial data races in the benchmarks for shared and global memory
spaces to verify how well HAccRG performs in detecting them. Data races are injected
by removing barrier calls from the benchmarks (23 races), by inserting dummy memory
accesses across the thread-block access boundaries (13 races), by removing memory fence
calls (3 races), and by inserting dummy memory accesses inside and outside the critical
sections (2 races). HAccRG is able to detect all the forty-one injected data races.
Impact of Varying Memory Access Tracking Granularity
Table 6.3 shows the number of false shared memory data races detected when shared
memory tracking granularity is varied from 4-byte to 64-byte. HAccRG does not detect
false data races for five out of nine benchmarks because of their peculiar shared memory
access patterns. They all have very regular accesses to the shared memory where all
threads in a warp access successive locations. Accesses within a warp always have implicit
synchronization because of SIMD execution. Therefore, HAccRG does not report a data
race even when the entire warp’s accesses map to a single shadow entry. On the other hand,
HAccRG reports high number of false data races for Hist since the benchmark operates
on a data structure having element size of one byte, which in turn translates to accesses
from multiple warps mapping to the same shadow entries.
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Benchmark
# False Races
Shared Memory Global Memory
4 8 16 32 64 4 8 16 32 64
Mcarlo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2
Scan 0 0 2 7 7 0 0 0 0 0
Fwalsh 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Hist 32 32 32 32 32 0 2 2 2 2
Sortnw 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reduce 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 2 2
Psum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
Offt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 6 7
Kmeans 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0
Hash 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2
Table 6.3: Number of false data races detected when the shared and global memory access
tracking granularities are varied. 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 indicate the granularities in bytes.
Table 6.3 also reports the number of false global memory data races detected when the
global memory tracking granularity is varied. None of the benchmarks have false data race
detection for 4-byte granularity since, for all the benchmarks, global memory data structure
element sizes are at least 4 bytes. HAccRG does not detect any false data races for four
out of nine benchmarks until 64-byte granularity due to very regular memory accesses.
To summarize, the impact of access tracking granularity is application-dependent. How-
ever, varying the granularity changes the hardware requirements as well as the memory
footprint of HAccRG. To reduce hardware overhead of shared memory shadow entries, we
decrease the shared memory tracking granularity. We set it to 16 bytes since 7 out of 10
benchmarks do not see any false positives at this granularity. However, since device mem-
ory available to the contemporary GPUs is quite large, we keep the global memory tracking
granularity to 4 bytes. The hardware and memory overheads of HAccRG are discussed in
Section 6.5.3.
Impact of Tracking Only Most Recent Accesses
In this section we quantify the effect of limited number of global memory shadow entries
on data race detection. We achieve this by counting the number of race detection checks
performed at runtime with limited amount of shadow memory, and comparing them to the
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number of checks performed when entire shadow memory is available at the finest tracking
granularity. The shadow memory page size is set to 4KB for this experiment, and all
global memory accesses are tracked at the finest granularity. Figure 6.7 shows that most
of the benchmarks can tolerate much lower amount of shadow memory without missing
significant number of race detection checks. There are two reasons for this: first, some data
structures are accessed only once, hence, overwriting their access information is harmless;
and second, some programs work on a chunk of data and then move on to the next chunk.
If such chunks fit in the available shadow memory, overwriting their access information
with new chunks often does not reflect as missed data race checks. On average, only 5%
data races detection opportunities are missed when 50% of the shadow memory is available.
This shows that when limited amount of shadow memory is available, HAccRG is still able
to detect most of the data races without reporting false positives.
Figure 6.7: Number of data race checks performed at runtime when X% of shadow memory
is available. Each bar is normalized to the number of data race checks performed when
entire shadow memory is available at the finest granularity (X=100%).
Impact of Sizes of Sync, Fence, and Atomic IDs
Sync and fence IDs act as logical clocks for barrier and fence calls, respectively, while
atomic IDs track the lock variables used in kernels. Sync and fence IDs are counters which
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are incremented during execution. They can detect false positives when counters reset af-
ter overflow, and the overflowed values match the IDs in the shadow entries. However, we
believe that such occurrences are very rare in actual execution when sufficiently large coun-
ters are provided. Moreover, optimization to increment sync ID only when global memory
accesses are made, effectively limits the number of increments. We observe that sync ID
increments are very small (maximum 5 for Reduce) because barrier synchronizations are
primarily used only for shared memory accesses in the benchmarks. Although fence ID is
incremented when a warp completes a fence call, the number of fences executed is small,
maximum being 5 for Hash. Therefore, we set sync and fence ID sizes to 8 bits each which
are large enough to avoid overflows.
Atomic IDs, which are Bloom filter signatures, hold the addresses of lock variables
protecting critical sections. Since signatures are compact representation of addresses, two
different addresses can form the same signature, which is common in signature-based sys-
tems. Therefore, HAccRG can miss the actual data races if it is not able to distinguish
between different lock variables. We perform a stress test on a microbenchmark by inject-
ing data races for over 1 million addresses to study impact on accuracy. We test 8-bit,
16-bit, and 32-bit signatures with 2 and 4 bins each. Bits in each bin are set through
direct indexing by lower order bits of the addresses [79]. We observe that signatures with 2
bins have better accuracy than those with 4 bins for the same signature size. 8-bit, 16-bit,
and 32-bit signatures with 2 bins miss 25%, 12.5%, and 6.25% data races, respectively.
To trade-off between hardware cost and accuracy, we set the atomic ID size to 16 bits in
HAccRG.
6.5.2 Performance Impact of Race Detection
Figure 6.8 shows the performance impact of enabling HAccRG. The bars represent execu-
tion time normalized to that of benchmarks executing on unmodified GPU where HAccRG
is disabled. The geometric mean across all benchmarks is shown at the end of Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8: Performance impact of HAccRG. The bars are normalized to the execution
time when HAccRG is disabled.
In Figure 6.8, the first set of bars indicated by Shared Memory represents the per-
formance impact of shared memory data race detection, while the other set indicated by
Shared + Global Memory shows the impact of detecting both shared and global memory
data races. For shared memory data race detection, since the shadow entries in hardware
are analyzed and updated concurrently with the corresponding shared memory accesses,
the performance overhead is only about 1% on an average. On the other hand, global
memory data race detection causes higher runtime overhead as shown in figure. This is
due to slower accesses to the global memory shadow entries in the L2 cache or DRAM,
which in turn delay the regular global memory accesses from SMs. Overall, for shared
memory data race detection, HAccRG incurs near zero runtime overhead, while combin-
ing the global memory data race detection with the shared memory data race detection
increases the execution time by 27% on average.
Performance Comparison with Software Implementations:
In this section, we evaluate the importance of hardware support by comparing HAccRG
with a software-based implementation of data race detection that we refer to as Software
Race detection for GPUs (SRG). SRG is implemented by explicitly maintaining a shadow
memory with software and instrumenting all memory accesses and synchronizations to
manage the shadow memory entries. The shadow memory entries for the shared memory
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space are located in the faster on-chip shared memory, while the shadow memory entries for
the global memory space are located in the slower device memory. Due to the development
costs associated with manual implementation, we only evaluated SRG on three benchmarks.
It is worth pointing out that depending on how the benchmark utilizes the shared memory,
the SRG may allocate the shadow memory entries for the shared memory in the larger
global memory space.
Figure 6.9: Execution time normalized to execution without data race detection. SRG
indicates software implementation of HAccRG, while sm and gm mean shared and global
memory data race detection, respectively.
Figure 6.9 shows the comparison between HAccRG and SRG. SRG incurs a significant
overhead due to the execution of these instrumentation instructions. HAccRG, with hard-
ware support, is able to avoid this overhead. Furthermore, since the data race detection
units in HAccRG reside in the memory hierarchy, we are able to further reduce the perfor-
mance overhead by avoiding shadow memory movement between the SMs and the device
memory when detecting data races in the global memory. HAccRG incurs a 0.2%, 0.3%,
and 22.1% slowdown for Scan, Hist, and Kmeans, respectively, while SRG incurs a slow-
down of 6.6x, 12.4x, and 18.1x for these three benchmarks. The performance penalty of
race detection is application dependent. In particular, the performance penalties for Scan
and Hist are small compared to Kmeans because these two benchmarks make intensive
use of the shared memory rather than the global memory. Thus, these two benchmarks
are able to take full advantage of the additional hardware support for shared memory data
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race detection.
It is worth pointing out that SRG represents an efficient implementation of the instrumentation-
based race detection mechanism. A prior instrumentation-based mechanism, GRace1 [77],
maintains two tables per warp and two tables per thread-block for keeping track of the
number of read and write accesses to each shared memory location, by each warp and
by all warps in a thread-block combined. For each access to a shared memory location,
GRace updates two tables: the read/write table of the warp and the read/write table of the
thread-block. Even though GRace only supports data race detection in the shared mem-
ory, it is two orders of magnitude slower than SRG. Furthermore, in GRace, the memory
overhead for the three benchmarks were 72MB, 102MB, and 20MB for Scan, Hist and
Kmeans, respectively; while the memory overhead for SRG is only 480KB (16KB per SM
* 30 SMs). Thus, it is possible for us to allocate the shadow memory entries in the shared
memory to further improve performance in SRG. GRace attempted to address this per-
formance degradation by utilizing software analysis to reduce the number of instrumented
instructions. The limitation of their approach is addressed in Section 6.6.
Performance Impact of Allocating Shared Memory Shadow Entries in Global
Memory:
In HAccRG, the shared memory shadow entries are most significant in size, and consume
the most static and dynamic power. When HAccRG is adopted for GPUs in mobile devices,
it is likely to add pressure on to the already stringent power budget. We can split shared
memory shadow entries between hardware and software to minimize their hardware over-
head, at the expense of additional performance overhead. Figure 6.10 shows performance
impact in HAccRG when the shared memory shadow entries are split between hardware
and software. For this experiment, we enable both shared and global memory data race
detection. Software shared memory shadow entries are stored in the global memory and
fetched into the L1 data caches for data race detection using shared memory RDUs. In our
1GRace has two versions, GRace-stmt and GRace-addr; the former one is more accurate but slow. We
compare HAccRG with faster but less accurate GRace-addr.
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simulations, L1 data cache is 48KB per SM which is large enough to accommodate shadow
memory for 16KB of shared memory. Therefore, most of the benchmarks do not show sig-
nificant performance degradation, except Offt. Since shared memory is banked, accesses
to different shared memory rows across different banks are served in parallel. However,
for data race detection, this can lead to reading multiple lines from the software shadow
memory. Offt suffers from this behavior as single shared memory access translates to
multiple shadow memory lines read from the global memory. Thus, if hardware support in
the shared memory is not possible, for most kernels, placing the shared memory shadow
entries in the global memory incurs only a small performance penalty.
Figure 6.10: Performance impact of splitting shared memory shadow entries between hard-
ware and software. hwX-swYmeans X% hardware and Y% software shared memory shadow
entries. Each bar is normalized to the execution time of hw100-sw0.
6.5.3 Overheads in HAccRG
HAccRG tracks and records the shared and global memory accesses, and inspects those
records to identify potential data races. In this section, we discuss impact of these data
race detection tasks on the DRAM bandwidth utilization, the hardware requirements, and
the memory requirements of a GPU.
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DRAM Bandwidth Utilization
Figure 6.11 shows per-benchmark average bandwidth utilization reported by the simulator.
Y-axis represents the average bandwidth utilization of all DRAM banks over the entire
execution. The first bar of each benchmark shows the bandwidth utilization for execution
without HAccRG. It is evident from Figure 6.11 that the DRAM bandwidth utilization is
the characteristic of an application, which is dependent on the cache miss rate of L1 data
caches and unified L2 cache. The benchmarks which have low L1 or L2 cache miss rate
result in much lesser DRAM bandwidth utilization.
Figure 6.11: Average DRAM bandwidth utilization with and without HAccRG enabled.
Shared memory data race detection does not create memory requests, which is seen as
the unchanged bandwidth utilization for all benchmarks. On the other hand, global mem-
ory data race detection accesses shadow entries that reside either in L2 cache or DRAM.
Therefore, Mcarlo, Fwalsh, Hist, Sortnw, Reduce, Offt, and Hash have more
bandwidth utilization as they rely on L2 cache performance due to their characteristic
higher L1 miss rates. Enabling global memory data race detection degrades the L2 cache
performance since the shadow entries pollute the L2 cache, thus increasing the DRAM
utilization. However, Scan, Psum, and Kmeans do not depend upon the L2 cache perfor-
mance because of their higher L1 hit rates. With their low L2 utilization, enabling global
memory data race detection hardly affects their L2 cache performance, which in turn keeps
the DRAM utilization almost constant for these benchmarks as seen in Figure 6.11.
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To summarize, the applications that effectively exploit the L1 data caches increase
the DRAM bandwidth utilization only marginally, while the applications that rely on the
L2 cache show higher bandwidth utilization for the global memory data race detection.
However, the overall bandwidth utilization is well within the DRAM limits.
Hardware Overhead
HAccRG requires additional control logic and storage to perform data race detection in
GPU.
Control Logic: Fences and atomic operations are evaluated only for the global memory
in this work. Shared memory shadow entries require 12-bit (1-bit modified, 1-bit shared,
and 10-bit tid) comparator. For parallel comparison across shared memory banks at 16-
byte granularity, HAccRG requires 8 12-bit comparators per SM. Global memory shadow
entries are configurable and their size can be 28 bits (1-bit modified, 1-bit shared, 10-bit
tid, 3-bit bid, 5-bit sid, 8-bit sync ID). With fence ID (8 bits) or atomic ID (16 bits) added,
the size of shadow entries can be 36 bits or 52 bits, respectively. To summarize, for a cache
line size of 128 bytes at 4-byte granularity, we need 32 28-bit comparators for basic shadow
entries and 16 24-bit comparators for fence and atomic IDs per memory partition.
Storage: For the shared memory data race detection, HAccRG employs 12-bit shadow
entries at the granularity of 16 bytes. The recent NVIDIA Fermi GPUs can have up to
48KB of shared memory per SM [57]. HAccRG will require 4.5KB storage per SM on
Fermi for the shared memory shadow entries. For the global memory data race detection,
each SM maintains a per-block 8-bit sync ID, a per-warp 8-bit fence ID, and a per-thread
16-bit atomic ID. For a single Fermi SM supporting 8 concurrent blocks, 48 warps, and
1536 threads, the storage size for global memory data race detection will be 3KB per SM.
The race register file replicated in each memory partition takes 0.75KB per copy.
Overall, for NVIDIA Fermi GPUs, the additional hardware will cost less than 1% of
the total chip area. Therefore, we do not expect significant increase in power consumption
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with the data race detection support. Also, the proposed changes should not affect the
GPU clock period; however, the global memory accesses can suffer from increased latency
caused by the additional shadow memory accesses.
Benchmark
Shadow Memory
Benchmark
Shadow Memory
Overhead Overhead
Mcarlo 288KB Scan 9KB
Fwalsh 4.7MB Hist 27.9MB
Sortnw 576KB Reduce 6.7MB
Psum 208KB Offt 1.2MB
Kmeans 9.5KB Hash 4.6MB
Table 6.4: Global memory overhead of HAccRG.
Memory Overhead
HAccRG requires fixed space to store global memory shadow entries. This overhead at
the granularity of 4 bytes is shown in Table 6.4. By changing the global memory tracking
granularity or by tracking only most recent memory accesses, HAccRG can significantly
reduce the overhead of shadow entries by trading off the data race detection accuracy.
6.6 Related Works
Automatic code generation for GPUs can potentially reduce the programming complexities,
thus minimizing the chances of introducing data races. Hou et al. [33] propose bulk-
synchronous GPU programming (BSGP) language for faster development of applications
on GPUs. The BSGP programs are simple to write and maintain. Programmers can
also specify barriers in the code for synchronization. However, more complex fine-grained
synchronizations such as locks and fences are not supported in BSGP. Lee et al. [41] have
proposed source-to-source translation of OpenMP applications to CUDA for automated
creation of high performance CUDA kernels. However, since OpenMP applications are
not written for GPU-like stream architectures, performance of the generated CUDA code
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can suffer. Klo¨ckner et al. [37] introduce scripting to generate GPU code at runtime for
harvesting GPU’s parallelism. None of the previous works on automatic code generation,
however, have explicitly addressed issues related to correctness on GPUs. These proposals
are prone to data races on GPUs if the inputs to them contain data races.
There have been some efforts initiated recently to ensure software correctness in GPUs [44],
including data race detection [7, 34, 42, 43, 77]. These approaches mainly include software-
based static analysis or dynamic monitoring of GPU programs. The static analysis ap-
proach inspects the program source code, and based on the knowledge of the GPU exe-
cution model, can either detect the static races or predict runtime races [43, 77]. This
approach is limited since it cannot foresee the runtime program behaviors; thus, can re-
sult in significant false positive rate [43]. The dynamic monitoring approach adds software
instrumentation to GPU programs, thus causes significant slowdown. However, it is more
effective as the runtime program control flows and indirect memory accesses are exposed
to the monitoring system.
Adequate hardware support can potentially improve the effectiveness and efficiency of
data race detection. Such hardware support is responsible for tracking and comparing the
memory accesses from all threads to detect data races. In this work, we design a hardware-
accelerated data race detection framework for modern GPUs, referred to as HAccRG. To
the best of our knowledge, HAccRG is the first hardware implementation for detecting
data races in the GPU. It detects data races in both shared and global memory spaces of
a GPU.
The underlying concept behind the proposed solution is to keep the associated over-
head (performance as well as hardware) constant with respect to the number of mem-
ory accesses in a GPU program. The existing data race detection techniques often incur
quadratic number of data race comparisons, relative to the number of threads, as well as
have large overhead for tracking per-thread memory accesses. They cannot scale to GPUs
that normally support thousands of threads simultaneously. Therefore, HAccRG employs
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a per-memory access tracking mechanism, instead of tracking per-thread accesses. This
method allows us to design a fast hardware data race detector with moderate hardware
overhead.
The proposed hardware support covers both the shared and global memory spaces
of a GPU. We implement HAccRG on a cycle accurate general purpose GPU (GPGPU)
simulator and evaluate its effectiveness using a set of CUDA benchmarks. Our evaluation
shows that HAccRG is able to accurately detect real and injected data races in GPU
programs with an average performance overhead of only 1% for the shared memory and 27%
for combined shared and global memory data race detection. We also compare HAccRG
with its software implementation as well as with an existing instrumentation-based runtime
data race detection mechanism called GRace [77]. Our experience shows that hardware
can accelerate data race detection by order of magnitude than the software approaches.
Furthermore, the software implementation of HAccRG is more efficient than GRace in
terms of both performance as well as space overhead.
6.7 Summary
In this work, we propose a hardware-accelerated mechanism (HAccRG), for efficient and
accurate data race detection in GPUs. We implement HAccRG support in the shared
and global memory of the GPU with moderate hardware overhead. We evaluate the ef-
fectiveness and efficiency of the proposed technique using a set of GPGPU benchmarks.
HAccRG accurately detects data race bugs in GPU programs with the average runtime
overhead of 1% for the shared memory and 27% for combined shared and global mem-
ory. Furthermore, we show that the software implementation of HAccRG is two orders of
magnitude faster than the previously proposed data race detection technique on GPU. We
have demonstrated that it is feasible to devote reasonable hardware to facilitate the design
and implementation of an efficient data race detection mechanism in GPU. Such a data
race detection mechanism can form the basis of powerful tools for easing parallel software
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development and enhancing software correctness.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions
As energy became a first order constraint, microprocessors have evolved from simple single-
issue in-order cores to modern superscalar out-of-order processors. Along with this evo-
lution, several alternate architectures have emerged to address diverse workloads. These
architectures fall under the category of accelerators and/or co-processors that aid the CPU
by oﬄoading certain tasks, and thus improving overall performance. The GPU is one
such accelerator that renders graphics as well as is able to execute data-parallel compute
workloads. Because of their versatility, GPUs have become an integral part of today’s
computing systems. Therefore, it is important to improve programmability of GPUs for
enhancing programmers’ productivity as well as software reliability. In this dissertation,
we have addressed these challenges by proposing transactional execution and data race
detection supports.
We begin our work by identifying issues that arise while programming irregular appli-
cations on GPUs. Irregular applications exhibit dynamic data sharing among application
threads, which often requires lock-based synchronizations for functionally correct execu-
tion. A large number of GPU threads makes such complex lock implementations prone
to concurrency bugs. Furthermore, CPU multithreaded programming practices can create
deadlocks and/or livelocks on GPUs. To make things worse, weak memory consistency in
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GPUs can cause data races that are not observed in CPU-based systems. These challenges
make it difficult to write irregular applications for GPUs.
To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose transactional execution for ir-
regular applications on GPUs. By transactionalizing critical sections, the programming
efforts are reduced to that of coarse-grained locking. The programmer just has to mark
the critical sections, while the rest of work of maintaining consistent memory state is done
by the transactional memory. To enable this support on off-the-shelf GPUs, we propose a
software implementation of transactional memory (STM). Our STM support scales with
the large number of GPU threads and is able to achieve performance comparable to fine-
grained locking, even beating it under high contention. To reduce transactional overheads,
we further propose hardware transactional memory on GPUs. Our experiments show that,
for irregular data-parallel applications, the proposed transactional memory designs are able
to outperform execution on multicore CPUs. As GPUs emerge as a novel computing engine
to drive the performance of future parallel workloads, our experience demonstrates that
supporting transactional execution can help us achieve this goal.
We then move to the correctness aspect of GPU kernels. It is challenging to write
functionally correct GPU applications consisting of thousands of threads. Programmers’
inexperience with the GPU execution model or sheer negligence can introduce concur-
rency bugs, such as data races, in GPU applications. Nonetheless, debugging data races
is extremely difficult and time consuming on a GPU platform. A large body of work
has explored numerous avenues for addressing data race issues on CPUs. However, these
works are not scalable and often inadequate for modern GPUs that support thousands of
concurrent threads.
In this dissertation, we propose hardware-accelerated data race detection support (HAc-
cRG) for GPUs. HAccRG provides a framework for detecting a multitude of data races
that can occur in GPU-based systems. We implement HAccRG on both shared and global
memory spaces of GPUs. With the help of a set of GPGPU workloads, we demonstrate that
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the proposed hardware support can accurately detect data races in GPU. Average runtime
overhead introduced by HAccRG is 1% for shared memory and 27% for combined shared
and global memory. Furthermore, we compare the software implementation of HAccRG
with previously proposed software data race detection schemes for GPUs. Our evaluation
shows that our mechanism is an order of magnitude faster than earlier works, and has a
considerably smaller memory footprint. Such a data race detection mechanism can form
the basis of powerful tools for easing parallel software development and enhancing software
correctness.
7.1 Future Work
With the advent of new architectures such as GPUs, it is important to equip programmers
with tools for enabling efficient programming of these emerging architectures. With this
motivation, this dissertation makes an effort for improving programmers’ productivity on
GPUs. There are several avenues to which this research can be extended in future.
7.1.1 Hardware-Software Co-Design of Transactional Memory
The transactional memory support proposed in this work is entirely implemented in either
software or hardware. The software support adds runtime overhead, while the hardware
support requires non-trivial architectural changes in the GPU. The newly added hard-
ware features not only take valuable on-chip real estate, but also increase the design and
verification efforts. A possible solution to this conundrum is hardware-software co-design
of transactional memory. This can be achieved by implementing only a small section of
transactional memory in hardware, while keeping the rest of it in software. From the eval-
uation of STM, we have seen that conflict detection consumes the most number of clock
cycles among all STM operations. Therefore, a hardware-based conflict detection can dra-
matically improve performance of TM on GPU. Moreover, conflict detection is relatively
simple to implement in hardware compared to other transactional operations. This makes
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hardware-software co-design an interesting research direction for future work.
7.1.2 Compiler Support for Transactional Memory
We have proposed multiple TM flavors in this dissertation, and we rely on compiler sup-
port to select the best scheme among all. This can be achieved by extracting application
characteristics before making a choice. Such characteristics might include memory ac-
cess patterns, thread contention, and transaction sizes. However, avenues to obtain these
characteristics remain unexplored. Furthermore, when it is difficult to get application char-
acteristics through compiler analysis, other approaches must be researched. For example,
a compiler could launch multiple kernels with different transaction schemes and choose the
best one at runtime based on the phase behaviors. Another example where a compiler
could help is collating multiple transactional operations on the same address into a sin-
gle operation, which could reduce transactional overheads significantly. To summarize, a
compiler for transactional memory plays an important role in TM’s performance, and also
opens doors for further optimizations and opportunities. Thus, compiler support becomes
an interesting research direction for future work.
7.1.3 Unified Transactional Memory and Data Race Detection Support
In this dissertation, we have presented transactional memory [32] and data race detec-
tion [31] as two mechanisms for improving programmers’ productivity on GPUs. However,
both mechanisms have an overlapping aspect, which is detecting dependence violations.
Upon detecting a dependence violation transactional memory aborts the transaction, while
a data race detector reports a data race. Therefore, consolidating such a mechanism into
a unified hardware unit will save expensive on-chip real estate. This also complements the
hardware-software co-design proposal for transactional memory we discussed earlier.
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